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Part Two: 
A Study and Translation of 

Jiianagarbha's Arya-maitreya-kevala-parivarta
bhii~ya 

1. Introduction 

Acconling to Tibetan historical literature, Jiianagarbha flourished in eastern India, l 

and he is associated with the philosophical lineage of Bhavya and Santarak~ita.2 

Taranatha states that he was born in 09ivisa and became a student of Sngupta in 

Bharpgala (Bengal).3 He is also said to have been a Madhyamika who followed the 

philosophical views of Bhavya and who had a vision of A valokitesvara. Taranatha 

asserts that Jiianagarbha was a Svatantrika-Madhyamika, along with Bhavya, 

Avalokitavrata, Buddhajiianapada, and Santar~ita.4 Ruegg places him in the eighth 

century and cites the historian Sum pa mkhan po's assertion that he was a teacher of 

Sii.ntarak~ita.s 

lTiiranatha's History of Buddhism in India, tr. Lama Chimpa and AIaka Chattopadhyaya (Simla: 

Indian Institute of Advanced Study, 1970), p. 260. 
2Ibid., pp. 252-3 and 260. 
3Ibid., pp. 252-3. 

4Ibid., p. 260. The Blue Annals (tr. George Roerich; Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1949, p. 34) 

only mention him as belonging to the ordination lineage of Nagarjuna, Bhavya, Sngupta, and 

Santarak~ita that was transmitted to Tibet by Sba Ratna. 

sSee David Seyfort Ruegg, The Literature of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in India 

(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1981), p. 69 and n. 225. Malcolm Eckel (Jiiiinagarbha's Com

mentaryon the Distinction Between the Two Truths; New York: State University of New York 

Press, 1987, pp. 5-34) also places him in the eighth century, and NAGASAWA Jitsudo thinks 

that he lived from 700-760 (Daijobukkyo yuga-gyo shiso no Hattenkeitai; Tokyo, 1969, pp. 4-16; 

reponed in Leslie Kawamura and Keith Scott, eds., Buddhist Thought and Asian Civilization; 

Emeryville, CA: Dharma Press, 1977, p. 143 n. 16). Ruegg notes (p. 69) that there were at least 
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In the Dge lugs pa school, he is classed as a Sautrantika-Svatantrika-Madh

yamika, primarily on the basis of his Differentiation of the Two Truths (satyadvaya

vibhaliga, bden pa gnyis rnam par' byed pa), which is known in Tibet as one of 

the "three [texts] illuminating Svatantrika" (rang rgyud shar gsum).6 . 

Jfianagarbha, along with Candraldrti, is classed by Dbus pa blo gsal as a Sva

tantrika-Madhyamika of a type called "Madhyamikas who practice what is re

nowned in the world" ('jig rten grags sde spyod pa'i dbu ma pa).7 In a study of the 

Bio gsal grub mtha' ,8 Mimaki provides a table for various identifications of Jfiana

garbha's affIliation, according to which Rje btsun pa,9 'Jam dbyangs bzhad pa,IO 

two other authors named Jfiiinagarbha, one of whom was a teacher of Mar pa in the eleventh cen

tury, and the other a translator whose name appears in the colophons of several works translated 

into Tibetan. See also MATSUMOTO Shiro, "Jfiiingarbha's Theory of Two Truths", in Bukkyo 
Gaku #5, 1978, pp. 109-137, where he discusses the three Jiiiinagarbhas. T~is is reported in the 

preface to Jfiiinagarbha's commentary on the Sarruihinirmocana-sutra in the Otani University ver

sion of the Bstan 'gyur (sems tsam section, vol. 2 (bi), p. 8). 
6See Donald Lopez, A Study of Svlitantrika (New York: Snow Lion, 1987), pp. 21 and 446-7 n. 

16 and Ruegg, The Literature of the Madhyamaka School, pp. 68-9, n. 223 (the other two works 

are Siintarak~ita's Madhyamaklila7!lklira and KamalasIla's Madhyamakliloka). It should be noted 

that this tenn could also mean "the three Eastern Svatantrikas", since shar can mean both "East" 

and "illuminate", "appear", "dawn". Jfiiinagarbha's treatise on the two truths is discussed by Lcang 

skya ral pa'i rdo rje (Grub pa' i mtha'i mam par bzhag pa gsal bar bshad pa thub bstan lhun po' i 
mdzes rgyan; Sarnath: Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Printing Press, 1970, p. 429.4), and he indi

cates that Jfiiinagarbha's Svatantrika reasonings are not accepted by Prasailgikas, and so Leang 

skya also does not use them in his chapter on Prasailgika. The Satyadvaya-vibhanga and its auto

commentary (vrttl) are found in the Sde dge edition of the Tripilaka (Tohoku #3881 and #3882) 

but not in the Peking edition. 

7Blo gsal grub mtha', ed. and tr. MIMAKI Katsumi (Tokyo: Zinbun Kagaku Kenkyusyo, 1982), 

p. 27. He writes (p. 28): 

Jfiiinagarbha est considere comme appartenant a 1a fois a l' ecole des' Jig rten grags sde 

spyod pa'i dbu rna pa et a I'ecole des Svatantrika. On peut Ie deduire de fait que sa 

Satyadvayavibhanga-klirikli est ciree pour appuyer I'opinion des Svatantrika, bien que 

son nom ne soit pas cire expressement sous les Svatantrika. 

8Ibid, pp. 27-8. As Tsong kha pa notes, these distinctions were not felt by Jfiiinagarbha, nor by 

Bhavya, Siintaraqita, etc., who saw no difference in the view of selflessness in their own school 

and that of Buddhapalita and CandrakIrti. See Lopez, A Study of SVlitantrika, p. 446 n. 16. 

~je btsun pa chos kyi rgyal mtshan of Se ra Byes Monastery (1469-1546), in his Grub mtha'i 
mam gzhag. See also Ruegg, pp. 68-9, n. 223. 

IO'Jam dbyangs bzhad pa'i rdo rje (1648-1722), in his Grub mtha' chen mo. 
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Dge 'dun rgya mtsho,l1 and Pa1}. chen Sakya mchog ldanlz classify him as a Sau

trantika-Madhyamika,1' and Bu stonl4 and Go rams paiS classify him as a Yogacara

Madhyamika.16 Mimaki cites several different Presentations of Tenets (grub mtha') 

l1Dge 'dun rgya mtsho (1475-1542), the second Dalai Lama, in his Grub mtha' rgya mtshor 'jug 
pa'i gru rdzings. 
12pBJ.I chen Sakya mchog ldan, in his Dbu ma rnam par nges pa' i chos Icyi bang mdzod lung dang 
rigs pa'i rgya mtsho (cited in Mimaki p. 36). 
13Blo gsal'grub mtha', op. cit., p. 29. See also Lessing and Wayman's translation of Mkhas 
grub's Rgyud sde spyi rnam, p. 90, where he is also identified as a Sautrantika-Svatantrika, and 
Ruegg, op. cit., pp. 68-9, n. 224. On p. 39, Mililaki writes: 

Jfianagarbha est consiciere normalement comme auteur des $autrantika-miidhyamika par 
les auteurs dGe lugs pa, teIs que Se ra rJe btsun pa,Chos kyi rgyal mtshan et 'Jam 
dbyangs biad pa. Quelques maitres anterieurs qui prennent la mfune position d'apres 
Sakya mchog ldan pourraient sans doute 6tre dGe lugs pa. Par contre, des auteurs teIs 
que Bu ston Rin chen grub et Go rams pa bSod nams seng ge, qui sont dans la filia
tion des Sa skya pa, prennent Jilanagarbha pour un auteur des Yogaclira-miidyamika. 
Par ailleurs dBus pa blo gsal, et probablement aussi 'Ba' ra ba rGyal mtshan dpal bzai!, 
consicierent Jfianagarbha comme un auteur des 'Jig rten grags sde spyod pa'i dbu rna 

'pa. 
14Bu ston rin chen grub (1290-1364), in his Chos 'byung. See Eugene Obermiller's translation, 
(Heidelberg, 1931) part II, p. 135. 
ISGo rams pa Bsod nams seng ge (1429-1489), in his Rgyal ba thams cad Icyi thugs Icyi dgongs 
pa zab mo dbu ma'i de kho na nyid spyi'i ngag gyis ston pa nges don rag gsal (cited in Mililaki 
p.32). 
16Blo gsal grub mtha', pp. 29 and 34. For a'discussion of the philosophical differences between 
Priismigika-Madhyamikas and Sviitantrika-MAdhyamikas, see Lopez, op. cit, pp. 68-9 and 76 and 
Jeffrey Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness (London: Wisdom, 1983), pp. 399-439. See also the 
short discussion of OIle Qvamstrom, Hindu Philosophy in Buddhist Perspective: The Vediintavi
ni§caya Chapter of Bhavya' s Madhyamakahrdayakiirikii (Lund: Plus mtra, 1989), pp. 96-98. 
ACCOrding to the Dge lugs pa system (as outlined by Dkon mchog 'jigs med dbang po, 1728-
1791) in his Grub pa' i mtha'i rnam par bzhag pa rin po che'i phreng ba (Dharamsala: Shes rig par 
khang, 1969, p. 55), a Yogaciira-Sviitantrika-Madhyamika is a MAdhyamika who does not assert 
the existence of external objects but does assert the existence of self-knowers (rang rig, svasarrrved
ana). A Sautrantika-Sviitantrika is a Madhyamika who does not assert the existence of self-know
ers and who does assert that external objects exist by way of their own character (see Geshe 
Lhundrup Sopa and Jeffrey Hopkins, Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism; New York: Grove 
Press, 1976, pp. 122-132 and Jeffrey Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, pp. 361-3). According 
to these two defmitions, it is difficult to place J ilanagarbha in either classification, because in his 
Satyadvaya-vibhailga he refutes an opponent who asserts the existence of self-knowers (see Tohoku 
#3882.4b.2), which would mark him as a Sautrantika-Sviitantrika, but in his commentary on the 
SllI!Ulhinirmocana he agrees with the statement of the siilfa that external objects do not exist This 
indicates that if the same Jfianagarbha wrote both texts he did not identify exclusively with either 
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of Dge lugs pa and Sa skya authors which classify Jiianagarbha, and Mimaki 

concludes that Dge lugs pa authors generally classify him as a Sautrantika

Madhyamika,11 but several Sa skya authors (e.g., Bu ston and Go rams pa) classify 

him as a Y ogacara-Madhyamika,l8 

According to the Tibetan doxographers, Jiianagarbha was a Madhyamika who 

utilized both Madhyamaka and Yogacara sources, and so for them there is no con

tradiction in his writing both a treatise presenting a Madhyarnaka perspective on the 

two truths (The Differentiation of the Two Truths) and a commentary on the 

Sa1!ldhinirmocana-sutra (which is the main scriptural source for the Yogacara 

school).19 Several contemporary scholars, however, think that because there is a 

philosophical incompatibility between the two schools, accepting the Y ogacara po

sition that all phenomena are mind-only (sems tsam, citta-mlitra) or cognition-only 

(rnam par rig pa tsam, vijiiapti-mlitra) would preclude his accepting the Madhya

maka position that compounded phenomena (' dus byas, sa1!lSk.rta) do exist con

ventionally. This discrepancy is mentioned by Ruegg in The Literature of the 

Madhyamaka ~chool in India and by Eckel in liilinagarbha's Commentary on the 

Distinction Between the Two Truths.20 Both indicate that they see a conflict between 

the thought of the Differentiation of the Two Truths and that of the commentary on 

the Saf!Ulhinirmocana-sutra. Ruegg, for example, points out that in the Differentia

tion of the Two Truths the author characterizes the doctrine of mind-only as a posi

tion that is inferior to the Madhyamaka understanding of selflessness21 (while the 

commentary on the Sa1!ldhinirmocana-sutra defends the doctrine of mind-only 

viewpoint It is virtually certain that he did not identify himself as a Svatantrika, but simply as a 

Madhyamika, and the lines of demarkation between schools was probably much more fluid at the 

time when he lived and wrote than the later Tibetan exegetes presented them. 
17Blo gsal grub mtOO', p. 34. 

18Blo gsal grub mtOO'. pp. 32-3. 

19The Tibetan text of this work has been has been edited and translated into Japanese by 

NOZAWAJosho (Daijo Bukkyo yuga-gyo no Kenkyu, Kyoto, Hozokan, 1957) on the basis of 

the Peking (number 5535) and Sde dge (number 4033) texts. It is also listed in the Lhan dkar cat
alogue (number 532 according to Lalou's numbering) and Bu ston's Chos bsgyur dkar cOOg (num

ber 2926 in Nishioka's edition of Bu ston's text: Putun bukkyoshi, in Tokyo Daigaku Bungaku
bu Bunka Koryu Kenkyu shisetsu Kenkyu Kiyo 4 (1980), pp. 61-92; 5 (1981), pp. 43-94; 6 
(1983), pp. 47-201). 

20See Ruegg, pp. 68-9 and Eckel, pp. 31-4. 
21Ruegg, p. 69. 
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without indicating that it should be viewed as inferior to the Madhyamaka view). 

Eckel speculates that the differences in philosophical outlook between the two 

works could be evidence that they were written by different authors,22 but this alone 

is not, in my opinion, sufficient reason by itself to reject the notion that both texts 

are by the same author, since there are many cases of authors adopting different atti

tudes and perspectives in different works.23 An equally plausible explanation is that 

Jiianagarbha accepted the Mahayana idea that Buddha taught different (and often 

conflicting) doctrines to different audiences according to his understanding of what 

would be most beneficial to each listener, and so Ifianagarbha would feel no philo

sophical conflict in commenting on and defending different doctrines attributed to 

Buddha without rigidly adhering to just one position. This does not entail that he 

was inconsistent, or even that he necessarily changed his mind; rather, as Ruegg 

indicates,24 Jiianagarbha states in the Differentiation of the Two Truths that Buddha 

taught different doctrines to different audiences due to his compassion and that he 

taught some people about the aggregates (Phung po, skandha), constituents (khams, 

dOOtu), and sense spheres (skye mched, ayatana), while he taught others that every

thing is mind-only, and to others he taught that all phenomena lack a self. 

Jiianagarbha indicates that he thinks that the doctrine of mind-only is inferior to the 

Madhyamaka understanding of selflessness, but he also thinks that it is a part of a 

progression of teachings given by Buddha leading up to the Madhyamaka view of 

selflessness: 

In accordance with [their] thought- by way of progressively teaching (1) 
the aggregates, constituents, and sense spheres; (2) mind-only; (3) and the 

22Eckel, pp. 5-34. 
23 Although this is not the occasion to develop this idea fully, there is a basic problem in studies 
by COntemporary scholars who try to decide that different texts could not have been written by the 
same author on the basis of differences of thought or style. The problem with this approach is that 
it tacitly assumes that every author has a uniform philosophical view and writing style throughout 
his/her life, but this is patently false, as can be seen in any number of contemporary authors, who 
Write from different perspectives and utilize different styles, adapting their writing to the needs of 
PartiCular works. An example would be Jean·Paul Sartre, who wrote in a variety of styles and 
genres. Many of the works known to have been written by Sartre would have to be rejected accord
ing to the implicit rules of the methodology of contemporary scholarship which holds that differ
ences in thought and style necessarily indicate differences in authorship. 
24R . uegg, p. 69. 
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selflessness of all phenomena - [Buddha] completely refuted the appre
hension of [truly existent] things.25 

This statement appears to indicate that the author of the Differentiation of the Two 

Truths accepted the doctrine of mind-only as a part of a progression of teachings 

given by Buddha leading up the the teaching of the selflessness of all phenomena, 

and so it would not be inconsistent for the same author to write another text in 

which he commented on and defended statements attributed to Buddha expounding 

this position. 

Both'Eckel and Ruegg also point out that there were two other Jiianagarbhas 

mentioned in Tibetan literature, one of whom was a teacher of Mar pa the translator 

and another who translated the Commentary on the Differentiation of the Two 

Truths into Tibetan.26 In addition, SteinkellneiV states that Bu ston's mention of the 

commentary on the Sarrzdhinirmocana-sutra28 occurs in the portion of his Cata

logue (dkar chag) that mainly lists works by Tibetans. The author listed there is re

ferred to as "Shes rab snying po", and Steinkellner points out that this is a possible 

alternative translation of Jiianagarbha (usually translated as Ye shes snying pO).29 

He also mentions that none of the catalogues which mention this work list a transla

tor, which is at least circumstantial evidence that the author might have been Ti

betan; 

In Tibetan Dge lugs pa traditions, however, it is accepted that the commentary 

on the Sarrzdhinirmocana-sutra and the Differentiation of the Two Truths were 

written by the same person, the eighth century Indian master Jiianagarbha.30 

Steinkellner has provided some useful evidence which supports the thesis that the 

author of the commentary on the Sarrulhinirmocana-sutra was a Tibetan rather than 

an Indian, but since this evidence is circumstantial, it is not sufficient, in my opin-

25Satyadvayavibhaliga-vrtti (bden pa gnyis rnam par' byed pa'i 'grel pa), Otani University Press 
Sde dge, dbu rna vol. 12, p. 13a.3-4. 
26See Ruegg, The Literature of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in India, p. 69. Steinkell
ner ("Who Is Byan chub rdzU 'phrul" (JJerliner Indologische Studien, 1989, pp. 231-3) speculates 
that there may have even been two translators, one an Indian named Jiianagarbha and the other a 
Tibetan named Ye shes snying po. 
27Steinkell~r ("Who Is Byan chub rdzu 'phrul"), pp. 231-3. 
28In his ehos bsgyur dlaJr chag (number 2926 in Nishioka's numbering). 
29Steinkellner ("Who Is Byan chub rru:u 'phrul"), p. 233. 
30Bu ston's mention of this work in the section mainly devoted to indigenous Tibetan works 
may, however, indicate that he did not think that the Indian Jiianagarbha wrote this work. 
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ion, to reject conclusively the tradition's attribution of both works to the same 

person. 

Furthermore, although scholars such as Eckel, Ruegg, and Mimaki have indi

cated that they find a discrepancy between Jfiiinagarbha's Madhyamaka affiliation 

and his composing a commentary on the Sartzdhinirmocana-sutra, Tibetan doxog

raphers of the Dge lugs pa school would argue that there is no contradiction. For 

instance, in his Essence of the Good Explanations (legs bshad snying po), Tsong 

kha pa states that SViUantrikas (e.g., Bhavya, Siintarak~ita, and KamalasIla) rely on 

the Sa1!ldhinirmocana-sutra and, according to his analysis, as a Svatantrika 

Jiiiinagarbha would also treat it as an authoritative scripture. According to Tsong 

kha pa, the Svatantrikas, beginning with Bhavya, accept the Sa1!ldhinirmocana

sutra as a definitive teaching, but their interpretations differ from those of the 

Yogacaras: 

KamalasIla's Illumination of the Middle Way (dbu rna snang ba, rnadhya
makaloka) explains in detail that Bhavya opened this systems's path of 

. commentary [in which it is held] that the meaning of the three natures de

scribed in the Sartzdhinirmocana-sutra as interpreted by the Yogacaras is 
not the meaning of the sfitra but that it has the Madhyamaka meaning.3! 

According to Tsong kha pa's analysis of the Svatantrika system, Bhavya and his 

followers rely on the Sartzdhinirmocana-sutra, but their readings differ from those 

of Yoga car a thinkers. Bhavya, for example, denies that Buddha teaches that external 

objects are mind-only, even though there are statements that seem to propound this 

in several sfitras, e.g., the Sutra on the Ten Levels (DaSabhamika-sutra), the Des

cent Into U:l1ikli Satra (Laitklivatara-sutra), and the Sartzdhinirmocana-sutra.32 

3!Le • gs bshad snymg po (Samath ed., p. 130.8). 
32A 

ccording to Jeffrey Hopkins (Meditation on Emptiness p. 361), Bhavya refuted the CittamiUra 

POsition that there are no external objects. He contended that Buddha never taught this, despite the 

fact that Buddha did say the words, "Everything in the three realms is mind-only." According to 

Bhavya, the words do not mean what they appear to say, and he contends that if one looks at the 

Context it is clear that even on the occasions where Buddha makes statements that all phenomena 

are mind-only this is not what he means. This idea is discussed by Blo bzang dkon mchog in his 

Word-commentary on 'Jam dbyangs bzhad pa's Grub mtha' chen mo, p. 192.3 and by Tsong kha 

pa in his Legs bshad snying po (Samath edition, p. 115.1). Meditation on Emptiness also states 

~at Bhavya holds that all phenomena do not exist ultimately, but conventionally they do exist 

1Ilherently or naturally. He is a Sautrantika-Svatantrika-Madhyamika, because like a Sautrantika he 
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Although Tsong kha pa contends that some sections of Bhavya's works "settle 

the meaning of the Sa'!ldhinirmocana-sutra", he does not cite any places where 

Bhavya actually mentions the sutra by name.33 He does indicate, however, that 

Bhavya refers to doctrines presented in the sutra and refutes the.interpretations of 

Yogacara authors, and Tsong kha pa seems to think that the references are clear 

asserts the existence of objects that are external to perceiving consciousness. According to Tibetan 
doxographers, the defintion of a Sautrantika-Svatrantika is: "a Madhyamika who does not assert 
self-knowers and who asserts that external objects exist by way of their own nature" (from Practice 
and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism by Sopa and Hopkins, p. 123). 

33See, for instance, Legs bshad snying po pp. 109.14 (where Tsong kha pa states that Bhavya, set
tling the thought of the Sa1JUlhinirmocana-siltra, indicates that other-dependent phenomena (gzhan 
dbang, paratantra) have entityness in the sense of being established by way of their own character); 
p. 113.17 (where he states that Bhavya disagrees with the Yogacaras in that he thinks that "the 
meaning of the sutra is that the emptiness of an ultimately [existent] entity of form and its pro
duction and so forth is the thoroughly established [nature]"); and p. 114.7 (where he indicates that 
Bhavya disagrees with the Yogacaras' interpretation of the sutra's discussion of the idea that phe
nomena are not produced inherently). The latter passage illustrates how Tsong kha pa indicates 
that Bhavya relies on the SaT{ldhinirmocana-sutra although he does not mention the name of the 
sutra: 

The Yogacaras also assert that the statements in the Sa1JUlhinirmocana-sutra concerning 
production by way of [the object's] own nature and inherent production from other are 
of concordant meaning; and they assert that non-production of that [refers to] non-pro
duction under [the object's] own power. Therefore, they assert that due to its non-exis
tence it is not necessary that ultimate production not exist. [Bhavya] asserts that if 
other-dependent phenomena were truly established, they would have to be established 
in accordance with how they appear, due to which the statement in the [Sa1JUlhinirmo
cana-]sutra that [other-dependent phenomena are] like magical illusions would not be 
correct. Therefore, he explains that their emptiness of inherent existence is the meaning 
of the SlJlfIdhinirmocana-siltra. 

The passage in the SaT{ldhinirmocana-sUtra to which this passage probably refers is on D p. 
9.1, Lamotte p. 38, and Stog p. 13.5. 

It is noteworthy, however, that if Bhavya actually relies on the sutra he does not mention it 
by name. In the flfth chapter of his Tarkajvala, for instance, he discusses Yogaciira (the chapter is 
entitled "entry into ascertainment of suchness according the the Y ogaciiias", rnal 'byor spyod pa 
pa'i de kho na nyid gtan la dbab pa la 'jug pa), but never mentions the name of the sutra, 
although he does mention the Dasabhumika-sutra and Dignaga's li.lambana-parlk~a and quotes 
Vasubandhu's Madhyanta-vibhaga-bhafYa. Tsong kha pa's thought that Bhavya is referring to the 
Sa1JUlhinirmocana seems to be based on the fact that Bhavya utilizes and discusses terminology 
that is found in the sutra (although he does not mention this as a source), and so the implication 
from Tsong kha pa' s viewpoint is that the textual referent of his terminology is clear enough that 
he did not need to mention the sutra by name. 
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enough that there is no doubt that Bhavya is discussing the Sa1pdhinirmocana

sutra. He also points to several places where other Madhyamikas, Santarak~ita and 

Kamalaslla, cite the sutra to support their philosophical positions, which backs up 

his contention that the authors of the Svatantrika branch of Madhyamaka treated the 

sutra as an authoritative scripture. If, as he contends, Bhavya relied on the Sa1pdhi

nirmocaoo-sutra and Santarak~ita and Kamalasila cited it as a scriptural source that 

supported their arguments, then this is good evidence for the Dge lugs pa position 

that the sutra is authoritative for this branch of Madhyamaka. Unfortunately, it still 

does not settle the question of the doctrinal afflliation of Jiianagarbha, because, 

according to the Dge lugs pa doxographers, as a Sautrantika-Svatantrika he would 

have to assert the existence of external objects as Bhavya does, but in his com

mentary on the sutra he indicates that he accepts the sutra's statement that all phe

nomena are cognition-only (room par rig pa tsam, vijiiapti-mlitra). 

In one of the best-known passages of the sutra, Maitreya asks, "Is that image 

that is the object of activity of meditative stabilization which is a viewing con

sciousness different from the mind or is it not different?", to which Buddha replies: 

Maitreya, it is said to be not different. Why is it not different? Because that 
image is simply cognition-only. Maitreya, I explain that consciousness is 
distinguished by [the fact that its] object of observation is cognition-only.34 

According to Schmithausen, this may be "the oldest, or at least the oldest extent, 

Y ogacara text that clearly expresses universal idealism, "35 and Jiianagarbha' s com

mentary reflects this idealism: 

If you ask, 'How can objects not exist,' [Buddha replies,] 'Because 
although objects do not exist, production of cognitions appears.' Although 
objects in the past, in the future, and in dreams and so forth do not exist, 
productions of cognitions of those appear as such [Le., as existent].36 

340 p. 53.3; Stog p~ 75.7. 

35Lambert Schmithausen, "On the Problem of Spiritual Practice and Philosophical Theory in 

Buddhism", in German Scholars on India (Bombay, 1976), p. 240. See also Etienne Lamotte, 

Sa1!Uihinirmacana-sutra, p. 211 n. 6 and Schmithausen, "On the Vijtl.aptimiitra Passage in Sal!!
dhininnocanasutra ViII.7", in Acta Indologica, vol. VI, 1984, pp. 433ff. 

36Arya-maitreya-kevala-parivarta-b~a, p. 322a.6. 
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He then goes on to refute objections to the statement that objects of observation are 

cognition-only, and he states that in dreams one perceives images that one believes 

to be external objects, but these are simply mental creations. He also cites the anal

ogy of different types of beings who perceive a body of water differently because 

of their respective predispositions. Animals such as fish perceive it as a habitat, 

human beings perceive it as a place for getting drinking water or for bathing, hun

gry ghosts (yi dags, preta) perceive it as being fIlled with disgusting substances 

such as pus and blood, and gods see it as being of the nature of precious jewels. 

The upshot of the analogy is that there is no static external object; rather, each indi

vidual being perceives objects as a result of predispositions that exist within the 

continuum of the mind. 

Although the SIUra passage and Jiianagarbha's commentary clearly indicate that 

the mind and its objects are non-different, Alex Wayman thinks that the sutra's 

statement only applies to the context of meditation and is not a general statement that 

applies to all objects.37 He states that the SarruJhinirmocana-sutra is only describing 

how objects appear to meditators during some meditative states, but he thinks that 

the text does not extend this to include all phenomena. He categorizes the idea that 

this statement of the doctrine of cognition-only indicates a denial of external objects 

as "nonsense."38 His contentions, however, are clearly disproven by the sutra and 

by Jiianagarbha's commentary. 

In the first place, his implicit assumption that the perceptions of meditative 

states are somehow less valid than ordinary experiences is odd considering the great 

value that Buddhist thinkers place on the insights gained through meditative experi

ence. For Buddhist meditators, the experiences of meditative states are if anything 

more valid than ordinary experiences, and they commonly extend the insights of 

meditation to ordinary experience.39 Indeed, if meditative experience were only valid 

37Alex Wayman, "Yogacara and the Buddhist Logicians", JIABS, 2.1,1979, p. 68. See also his 
review of The Yogiiciira Idealism by A.K. Chatterjee (in PEW, 15, #1,1965, pp. 65-73), in which 
he attacks Chatterjee's thesis that the Y ogacaras hold a doctrine of idealism. 
38Wayman, "Yogacara and the Buddhist Logicians", p. 70. 
39 A good description of how this attitude is expressed in the Vi1]1iatikii can be found in INAZU 
Kizow's article, "The Concept of Vijilapti and Vijilana in the Text of Vasubandhu's Vi1]1iatikii-vi
jnaptimatratii-siddhi", inIBK 15.1, pp. 474-468. See also Schmithausen, "Spiritual Practice and 
Philosophical Theory in Buddhism", pp. 239-249, where he argues that the SaT{ldhinirmocana-su
tra and other Y ogacara treatises do not justify doctrines such as cognition-only on the basis of 
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in the meditative situation, there would be little point in engaging in meditation in 

the first place, since one's experiences would only be meaningful in a limited situa

tion that would be irrelevant to most of the experiences of oneself and others. 

A more fundamental error in Wayman's position can be found by reading the 

section following the sutra passage cited above, in which Buddha explicitly extends 

the doctrine of cognition-only to all phenomena. Maitreya asks, "Are the forms and 

so forth of sentient beings, which abide in the nature of imag,es of the mind, not dif

ferent from the mind", to which Buddha replies, 

Maitreya, they are not different. With respect to those images, because 
childish beings with distorted awareness do not know cognition-only just 
as it is in reality, they consider them wrongly.40 

Jiianagarbha comments, 

This indicates that mind appears as an object of observation which is like 
an image; [and so Buddha] teaches, 'It is not different from mind.' In order 
to indicate the reason, [Buddha] says, "I explain that consciousness is dis
tinguished by [the fact that its] object of observation (dmigs pa, iiZambana) 
is cognition-only." An object of observation is an appearance of mind in 
the aspect of an object and, moreover, it is not different from cognition be
cause it is observed simultaneously.41 

The idea that a mind appearing in the aspect of an object and perception of that ob

ject occur simultaneously is important to Jfianagarbha's argument. In order for there 

to be a difference between mind and its objects, there must be a temporal difference 

between the arising of an object and the mind's awareness of that object. Jfiana

garbha argues that there is no such temporal difference and that mind produces 

rational arguments; rather, these doctrines "resulted from a generalization of a fact obserVed in the 
case of meditation-objects, i.e" in the context of spiritual practice" (p. 241), 
40n p. 53.7; Stog p. 76.6. See also Schmithausen, "Spiritual Practice and Philosophical Theory 
in Buddhism", p. 241, where he states, "already in the Sarrzdhinirmocanasutra the ust: of the tenn 
[vijiiaptimatra] is not limited to objects of meditation ... the statement that mind (vijiilina) is char
acterized by the fact that its object is nothing but cognition contains no restriction." See also 
HATTORI Maasaki, "Realism and the Philosophy of Consciousness-Only", in EB, vol. XXI #1, 
1988, pp. 23-26. 
410tani University Press, serns tsam vol. 2, #4033 (bi), p. 321b.4. 
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cognitions of objects from predispositions in the mental continuum. Because of this, 

the appearance of an object and awareness of that object occur in the same moment 

Similar themes reoccur throughout the commentary. On several occasions, he 

clearly indicates that external objects do not exist and that our perceptions of them 

are merely the result of mental predispositions. Just as in.dreams, hallucinations, 

etc. we perceive non-existent external objects that are purely mental creations, so 

also in waking rea1ity we assent to the apparent reality of mental images that appear 

as external objects. Waking reality, of course, has a stronger hold on us than dream

realities, but both are unreal. At no point does Jiianagarbha attempt to argue that 

Buddha's intention is not really to propound the idea that external objects do not 

exist. Rather, he accepts the sutra passages cited above as straightforward state

ments that all objects of observation are cognition-only, and he argues against op

ponents who disagree with this contention. 

To return to our earlier discussion of what his commentary on the 

Sa'!ldhinirmocana reveals about his doctrinal stance: the numerous statements 

asserting universal idealism in the commentary reveal that in this work he under

stands the sutra as containing an unambiguous denial of external objects. According 

to the doxographers of the Dge lugs pa school, this would be inconsistent if he 

were a Svatantrika-Madhyarnika, since according to the Dge lugs pas Svatantrikas 

assert that external objects exist. Moreover, if we look at the Differentiation of the 

Two Truths, it contains no clear statement as to whether he accepts or rejects the 

existence of external objects. This leaves open a number of possibilities, including: 

(1) the two works may have had different authors; (2) Jiianagarbha only discussed 

the doctrine of cognition-only in his commentary on the sutra but did not mention it 

in his other work; (3) Jiianagarbha adopted different perspectives in each work; (4) 

the Dge lugs pa classification scheme is not pertinent to Jiianagarbha's thought 

If a major difference of opinion were found between these two works, this 

would be a good reason for rejecting the thesis that they were authored by the same 

person, but the texts do not seem to provide enough evidence to draw a conclusion. 

Moreover, Tsong kha pa's analysis indicates that Svatantrika-Madhyarnikas rely on 

the Sarrzdhinirmocana-sutra, and so Jiianagarbha's purported Madhyamaka affilia

tion would not-interfere with his composing a commentary on the sutra. 

Thus, he could have written from a mainly Yogacara point of view in his com

mentary on the Sa'!ldhinirmocana-sutra and from a mainly Madhyamaka point of 

view in his Differentiation of the Two Truths. Whether or not he wrote both works, 
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it is certain that he was not concerned with presenting either the SViitantrika position 

or that of any subdivision within SViitantrika, since these classifications were in

vented in Tibet and were not recognized by Indian authors such as Jiiiinagarbha.42 

He undoubtedly only saw himself as a Miidhyamika and was probably not as con

cerned with fme points of doctrinal affiliation as either the Tibetan doxographers or 

contemporary scholars. As Donald Lopez has noted, the philosophical situation of 

India during Jiianagarbha's time was fairly fluid,43 with a great deal of interaction 

and debate between different philosophical schools, and most thinkers were proba

bly conderned with presenting the most consistent and defensible position possible 

,in a particular work, not with how later scholars would classify their doctrinal affil-

iation. In any case, the questions of the philosophical position of Jiianagarbha and 

of the authorship of the works attributed to him are too complex to settle here and 

require further study. 

2. The Translation 

As the title of his commentary on the SarruJhinirmocana-sutra indicates, Jiiana

garbha only comments on 'the eighth chapter, "[The Questions of] Maitreya," which 

is primarily concerned with the topics of calming (zhi gnas. samatha) and insight 

(lhag mthong. vipa§yana). Jiianagarbha's methodology involves first citing a pas

sage and then explaining what it means. These explanations are often prefaced with 

short phrases that indicate the context of the passage and provide a transition from 

the explanation of one passage to the next He often identifies the purpose for Bud

dha's speaking a particular phrase, and he also often sums up the main point of a 

section with a concluding remark about the intent of the section. 

Unlike Wonch'uk, he seldom mentions any other texts or authors (the only 

quotations are two passages from Perfection of Wisdom Siitras),44 and his explana

tions seem to be indications of his own .opinions. He states many qualms that could 

arise from his explanations or from Buddha's words, and he answers them by 

42por a discussion of these doctrinal classifications, see Olle Qvamstrom, Hindu Philosophy in 
Buddhist Perspective: The Vediintaviniicaya Chapter of Bhavya' s Madhyamakahrdayakiirikii 
(Lund; Plus Ultra, 1989); pp. 96-98. 
43Soo Lopez, A Study of Sviitantrika, pp. 446-48 n; 16. 
44These are found on pp. 320b and 334b. 
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showing that the teachings of the chapter present a coherent system of meditative 

theory and epistemology, but he never attributes any of the questions and qualms to 

any particular person or persons. 

The main text used in the following translation is that publish.ed by Otani 

University Press, sems tsam vol. 2, #4033 (bi), pp. 318b-345a, which comprises 

fIfty-three pages and is divided into two sections. This has been compared to the 

Peking translation (peking #5535, vol. 109, pp. 196.4.1-209.3.8), and every quota

tion from the sutta has been identifIed in notes. 

As with the translation of Asaitga's commentary, for every quotation from the 

. sutra the page numbers in both the Sde dge and Stog Palace versions4S have been 

given so that anyone wishing to fInd the sutra passage in my forthcoming transla

tion and critical edition of the Tibetan texts of the sutra may do SO.46 There are many 

passages in the text that are followed by particles (such as zhes, ces, etc.) which in 

Tibetan are used to identify quotations but that do not refer to passages in the 

SCl1!Idhinirmocana. These appear to be paraphrases of the sutra, and since they are 

not actual quotanons, I have marked them with single quotations marks to distin

guish them from citations of passages from the sutra, which are indicated with 

double quotes. The page numbers in brackets refer to the page breaks inthe Otani 

edition. 

I have mainly tried to mirror the style and syntax of the text in the translation, 

but in many places have taken some liberties in order to make the text more readable 

in English. One of the great diffIculties facing a translator of a text like this is the 

difference between classical Sanskrit style and the kinds of styles that are acceptable 

in contemporary English. Jiianagarbha, like many classical Sanskrit stylists, uses 

4SThe Sde dge edition referred to is: Delhi: Delhi Karmapae Choedhey, vol. milo sde ca; Tohoku 
#106; the Stog Palace edition referred to is in The Tog Palace Edition of the Tibetan Kanjw; Leh: 
Smanrtsis Shesrig Dpemzod, 1975-1978, vol. 63, pp. 1-160. 
46rhe references to the Sde dge text are abbreviated as D, and the references to the Stog Palace text 
are abbreviated as Stog. Anyone who compares the quotations of the sutta in JiUlnagarbha's com
mentary and my translation will find numerous differences. This is due to the fact that the Stog 
Palace edition is quite different from the translation found in the Sde dge, Peking, Snar thang, 
Lhasa, and Co ne editions of the sutta. These are discussed at length in John Powers, "The Ti

betan Translations of the Sa7{lf.lhinirmocana-sutra and Blea' 'gyw Research", forthcoming in Cen
tral Asiatic Journal. I think that in most cases the meanings of the two translations are equivalent 
Where this is not the case, I have indicated the differences between the Stog and Sde dge versions 
in notes. 
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long sentences containing a number of interconnected ideas and phrases. Many In

dian writers considered this to be an elegant and polished style, but teachers of 

modern English would generally consider many of Jtianagarbha's passages to be 

run-on sentences and would never allow their students to write in this way. In addi

tion, since there is no extant Sanskrit version of the text, a translator has to rely on 

Tibetan translations, which are generally very exacting but are also difficult to read 

for this very reason. The Tibetan translators generally attempted to render every 

particle, case indicator, etc., and the result is often turgid reading, even by the stan

dards of philosophical Tibetan. Add to this the differences between Tibetan and 

Sanskrit grammar and style, and the problems multiply. 

Even more problematic from the translator's point of view, contemporary 

English and classical Sanskrit are quite different in grammar and style. Since rela

tions between parts of a sentence are indicated by case particles in Sanskrit, the 

position of words is fairly fluid in comparison to English. In addition, classical 

Sanskrit styles allowed and even encouraged writers like Jiianagarbha to write in 

ways that would be unacceptable in English, and even to formulate thoughts in 

ways that would not occur to English writers. In addition, many of the key terms 

Jiianagarbha uses and that informed his worldview and philosophy have no English 

equivalents. Thus, the translator faces a difficult choice: to translate the text as lit

erally as possible or to essentially paraphrase the text in order to make it more palat

able to contemporary readers. I have chosen the former course, which places a 

greater burden on the reader because of the difficulties in the style, but which pre

serves more of the distinctive techniques and insights of the author. A paraphrase is 

often helpful as' an interpretation of a difficult text, but it is not a translation. My 

goal has been to prepare a translation, one that mirrors the original as closely as 

possible given the differences between the original text and the limitations that 

English grammar, vocabulary, and syntax place on the translator. 

The style, vocabulary, and thought mark it as a text intended for scholar-monks 

who were thoroughly versed in Buddhist philosophy, particularly philosophy of 

mind and meditation theory. It also assumes a thorough knowledge of the Sa1pdhi

nirmocana-sutra and its doctrines, and so undoubtedly would have been difficult 

even for many of Jtianagarbha's Buddhist contemporaries. Given the distance be

tween classical India and the contemporary English-speaking world, for many 

readers this commentary will no doubt prove to be difficult reading, but for anyone 

interested in the meditational and psychological thought of the Sarrzdhirmocana, this 
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is a commentary well worth close study and consideration. It discusses one of the 

most important sections of a seminal Buddhist work and provides helpful keys for 

interpreting many of its difficult points. It was an invaluable aid in translating the 

eighth chapter and helped to clear up some problematic passages ,and guided my 

translation of a number of technical terms. More importantly, it is a meticulous and 

thorough commentary that provides guidlines and insights that are useful for 

anyone seeking to understand the sutta's presentation of meditation theory and its 

relation to the nature of mind. 



Translation of Jfianagarbha's 
Commentary on Just the Chapter 

o/the Superior Maitreya 
(ifrya-maitreya-kevala-parivarta-bhii~ya) 

With respect to explaining a little the "Maitreya chapter" from the Superior Sutra 

Explaining the Thought, [this is] the first part. Homage to the Superior Maitreya. 

Beginning with the presentation of designations of doctrines, [the passage -] "You 

should know the divisions of the path of calming (zhi gnas, samatha) and insight 

(lhag mthong, vipatyana) , which are included within yoga.'>47 - indicates the path 

of yoga through delineating the designations of: (1) nature; (2) cause of application; 

(3) development; (4) methods of attainment; and (5) non-degeneration. With respect 

to that, whatever is included within [the topic of] yoga is of the nature of the path of 

calming and insight 

[The phrase,] "This is yoga"48 is [spoken] thinking of the category of ethics. 

You should know that the division of the path of calming and insight by way of the 

nature of the categories of meditative stabilization (ting nge ' dzin, samiidhi) and 

exalted wisdom (ye shes, jiilina) - which are included within the category of ethics 

-is [included within] nature and so forth.49 

47Th' 
IS passage is not found in either D or Stog (or any other Tibetan text of the siitra that I have 

consulted). 
48nu 

s phrase is also not found in any of the Tibetan versions of the siitta. 
49 

In other words, these are included within the fIrst division listed above. According to Geshe 
Yeshe Thabkhe, this means that ethics is the foundation (sa gzhl)· of meditative stabilizations and 
exalted wisdom. 
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Moreover, yoga is reasonable; it is associated with the path of calming and 

insight, which is included within the four analyses.50 

"Sa'!ldhinirmocana" means 'cutting the knots of the afflictive obstructions 

and the obstructions to omniscience' through definitely freeing (nges par dkrol bas) 

the profound thought [of Buddha]. It is a "sutra" because it is simply a complete 

statement of what is deflnite .. 

With respect to the Bodhisattva Maitreya's posing questions to the Bhagavan 

[i.e., Buddha]: This path of calming and insight is the cause of approaching great 

enlightenment, and because the Superior Maitreya is also close to great enlighten

ment, he poses questions to the Bhagavan.51 

After having settled the nature of the path of calming and insight in this way, 

[Maitreya's question -] "Bhagavan, abiding in what [and in dependence upon 

what] do Bodhisattvas ... "52 - asks about the causes of practice. The causes of 

practice are indicated by the abode, the basis, and the object of observation (dmigs 

pa, alambana). [319a] [Buddha's response -] "Maitreya, abiding in and depend

ing upon an unwavering resolution to expound designations of doctrines and to be

come unsurpassably, perfectly enlightened"53 - indicates the causes of practice by 

way of [the discussion of] calming and insight and indicates the conditions of prac

tice by way of [the discussion of] conditions. Because the statement concerning 

designations of doctrines is [an exposition of] the collections of doctrines that are 

explained, it is the cause of abiding. Because unsurpassed, perfect enlightenment is 

50Yeshe Thabkhe says this means they are purified by the four analyses; (1) analysis of nature 
(coos nyid kyi rigs pa); (2) analysis offunctions (bya ba grub pa'i rigs pa); (3) analysis of depen
dence (ltos pa'i rigs pa); and (4) analysis establishing logical proofs (' thad pa sgrub pa'i rigs pa). 

51This seems to contradict the contention of Gung thang <Ikon mchog bstan pa'i sgron me (in his 
Drang nges rnam 'byed kyi dka' 'grel rtsom 'phro legs bshad snying po'i yang snying; Samath: 
Mongolian Lama Guru Deva, 1965, pp. 74.6-75.13) that the Bodhisattvas in this siitra (who are 
all on the tenth Bodhisattva level) do not actually have these questions, but are questioning the 
Buddha for the benefit of other beings for whom the questions and answers are relevant. Since all 
these Bodhisattvas have attained the initiation of "great light rays", according to Gung thang, they 
have nothing to learn that they do not already know, and so they ask questions for the benefit of 
trainees less advanced on the path. 

See also Rgyal ba dge 'dun gya mtsho's Rje btsun thams cad mkhyen pa'i gsung 'bum las 
drang nges rnam 'byed kyi dka' 'grel dgongs pa'i don rab tu gsal bar byedpa'i sgron me (the copy 
I have consulted is a blockprint from the library of H.H. The Dalai Lama, n.d.), p. 6a.3. 
52D p. 51.1; Stog p. 72.6. 
53D p. 51.2; Stog p. 72.7. 
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the realized truth body (chos kyi sku, dharma-kliya), aspiration to that is the cause 

upon which one depends. This is because aspiration is the prerequisite for all of the 

qualities that lead to great enlightenment. 

The statement - "The Bhagavan [said,] 'The four things that are objects of 

observation of calming and insight are ... "'54 - indicates the cause of practice by 

way of the object of observation. With respect to [Buddha's statement,] "analytical 

images (rnam par rtog pa dang bcas pa'i gzugs brnyan, savikalpa-pratibimba); 

(2) non-analytical images (rnam par mi rtog pa'i gzugs brnyan, nirvikalpa-prati

bimba); (3) the limits of phenomena (dngos po'i mtha', vastvanta); and (4) ac

complishment of the purpose (dgos pa yongs su grub pa, krtyanu:j!hana)":55 

"image" (gzugs brnyan, pratibimba) means56 "similitude" (' dra ba, sadrtya).57 If 

you ask, "Of what is it an image," [I reply,] "Of mind": this is because all appear

ances are just that. With respect to the object of observation, what is present in front 

of [the observer] is the analytical image. What is included among internal [objects of 

observation] is the non-analytical image. "Thing" (dngos po, vastu) [refers to] the 

basis-consciousness (kun gzhi rnam par shes pa, lilaya-vijfilina), because in that 

minds and mental factors that have bases and objects of observation abide due to 

things that are causes and effects. 

Because of subsuming the limits of those, that [term] "limits of phenomena" 

means "transformational truth body". Also, because "accomplishment of the pur

pose" accomplishes the aims of oneself and others, entry into [a path of]58 seeing

that is not obstructed with respect to all objects of knowledge and is non-attached 

exalted wisdom - is said to be "accomplishment of the purpose". 

S4D p. 5l.3; Stog p. 73.l. 
s5D p. 51.3; Stog p. 73.l. 

s~e Tibetan word is tha tshig. Yeshe Thabkhe equates it with meaning (don). 

s7Yeshe Thabkhe says that this is because the image (e.g., a Buddha's truth body) is just visual

ized internally, through the medium of a meaning-generality (don spyi, artha-siimiinya), and one 

only observes it without analyzing it in terms of its final mode of subsistence (gnas lugs). 

s7he words in brackets are added in accordance with an oral explanation by Yeshe Thabkhe, who 

Connects this with the three things that are abandoned by a path of seeing (mthong lam spangs 

gsum): (1) the imputation of true personhood ('jig Ita kun btags); (2) adherence to ethical conduct 

(tshul khrims brtul zhugs phyogs 'dzin); and (3) having afflicted doubt (the tshom nyon mongs 
can). 
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[Maitreya's question,] "with respect to those . .. "59 asks, "With respect to those 

four objects of observation, which paths [are connected] with which objects of ob

servation?" [The passage- "the Bhavagan] said: 'One is [an object of observation 

of calming]: non-analytical images">60 - [indicates] that these are objects of obser

vation of calming, since [319b] calming is internal viewing. They are included 

among internal [objects of observation] because of how [the mind] engages them. 

The passage - "How many are [just] objects of observation of in

sight? .. [The Bhagavan] said, 'Only one is: analytical images"'61- [indicates that] 

they are [objects of observation] of insight because one apprehends signs due to 

scattering62 with respect to the object of observation.63 

The passage - "How many are [just] objects of observation of those two?; 

[The Bhagavan] said: Two are; what are the two? They are: the limits of phenomena 

and accomplishment of the purpose"64 ~ [indicates that] because these two are of 

the nature of abandonment and exalted wisdom, they are said to be just objects of 

observation of a path that is a union of calming and insight. This is because they are 

final fruits. 

After having settled the nature of the path of calming and insight and the 

causes of practice, in order to teach that a Bodhisattva should seek calming and how 

[that Bodhisattva] should become skilled in insight, the passage- "Bhagavan, how 

is it that Bodhisattvas abiding in and depending upon these four phenomena that are 

objects of observation of calming and insight seek calming and become skilled in 

insight?"6S - asks about the attainment of these two. Because calming is of the na

ture of pacification of mental turmoil, Bodhisattvas should seek it. Because insight 

is of the nature of differentiation of phenomena, in order to indicate that they must 

be skilled in that, [Buddha] said, "Maitreya, [designations of doctrines that] I [have 

stated to Bodhisattvas are] .... "66 "Designations of doctrines [that I] have stated" is 

59n p. 51.3; Stog p. 73.2. 
60n p. 51.4; Stog p. 73.3. 
61n p. 51.4; Stog p. 73.3. 
61bis is translated in accordance with the Peking text (p. 197.1.6), which inserts the instrumental 
particle kyis here; this is omitted in the Sde dge text. 
63In other words, because one fails to foCus on the object of observation and to perceive its final 
nature of emptiness, one instead becomes involved in perception of signs and characteristics. 
64n p. 51.5; Stog p. 73.4. 
65n p. 51.5; Stog p. 73.5. 
66n p. 51.6; Stog p. 73.6. 
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the general instruction. Through designations of collections of names, collections of 

words, and collections of letters, [Buddha provides] a general presentation of doc

trines. [The phrase,] "sutta collections ... "67 is the specific instruction. 

Question: In what way does hearing well these general and specific teachings of 

sutta collections and so forth, apprehending them well, repeating them, analyzing 

them them well with the mind, and realizing them well with insight facilitate (rgyur 

gyur) the practice of calming? [320a] 

[Response:] [Buddha] says, "Remaining alone in an isolated situation .... "68 [They 

are] "alone" due to physical isolation (Ius dben pa, kaya-viveka); [they are] 

"isolated" due to mental isolation (sems dben pa, citta-viveka). In order to indicate 

both that the mind through which they mentally contemplate those doctrines is of 

the nature of [those] doctrines and that those doctrines are also of the nature of 

mind, [Buddha] says, "engaging [in this practice] in this way and abiding in that 

many times ... . "(0 Physical pliancy (Ius shin tu sbyangs pa, kltya-pratrabdhi) arises 

from physical isolation. Mental pliancy (sems shin tu sbyangs pa, citta-pratrabdhi) 

arises from mental isolation. 

Moreover, because of diminishing the afflictions that are objects of abandon

ment of meditation by way of obtaining mental contemplation of antidotal doctrines 

in accordance with how they are taught, [one attains] physical pliancy. Because of 

diminishing the afflictions that are objects of abandonment by [a path ofJ70 seeing, 

[one attains] mental pliancy. Because [those afflictions] do not exist in that body 

and because mental turmoil does not exist [in the mind,] physical and mental pliancy 

are called "calming". [The phrase,] "in this way ... "71 makes it definite that 

"Bodhisattvas seek calming just through taking doctrines to mind, and not through 

other [practices]". 

Also, in order to indicate that Bodhisattvas are skilled in insight, [Buddha] 

says, ''They [attain] physical pliancy and .... ''72 "They" refers to Bodhisattvas. Those 

670 p. 51.6; Stog p. 73.6. 
680 p. 52.1; Stog jJ. 74.2. 
690 p. 52.2; Stog p. 74.3. 

7~e words in brackets are added on the basis of an oral explanation by Yeshe Thabkhe, who ex

Plains that this practice refers to the preliminary training for the path of seeing. 
710 p. 52.2; Stog p. 74.4. 
720 p. 52.3; Stog p. 74.5. 
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Bodhisattvas abide in and depend upon the attainment of physical pliancy and men

tal pliancy. [The phrase,] "In accordance with how those doctrines have been con

sidered''73 [indicates] non-mistaken mental contemplations. "Just those"74 [refers to 

the doctrines] indicated previously. "Intemally''75 [means] not externally. 

Individual analysis - with respect to phenomena that are mental images 

which are meditated on as images that are objects of activity of meditative stabiliza

tions - is differentiation. Belief is ascertainment (nges par byed pa). 

Question: Since, at the level of realization, aspectless phenomena function unitarily 

with a mind that has aspects,76 how are individual analysis [320b] and belief 

suitable? 

[Response: Buddha] states, "Therefore, having abandoned the aspects of 

mind .... ''77 This is because aspects of mind are mistaken appearances. 

Objection: Because meditative stabilization and wisdom are78 mental factors (sa 

mang po ba)79 due to being always related with mind, if mental aspects do not exist, 

in what way do these two arise in relation? Such calming is meditative stabilization, 

and insight is wisdom; therefore, if those two do not exist, how are phenomena 

suitable to be individually analyzed as mental images? 

[Reply:] Here, according to the Proponents of Yogic Practice (mal' byor spyod 

pas smras pa; yogacara-vada) - since at the level of understanding [one realizes 

that] all minds, meditative stabilizations, wisdoms, and phenomena are not external 

objects [and arise] from mind - mind similarly lackS inherent existenct (ngo bo 

nyid med pa, nil}svabhliva). The lack of inherent existence of mind is just mind's 

absence of being mind [by way of its own character]. It is also said in the Perfection 

730 p. 52.3; Stog p. 74.5. 
740 p. 52.4; Stog p. 74.5. 
750 p. 52.4; Stog p. 74.5. 

76Yeshe Thabkhe explains that this means that the mind has no actual external objects (phyi 70/ 

med), but it appears to have them. Thus the mind takes on the appearances of aspects of external 

objects, but mind and its objects are of the same entity. 

770 p. 52.3; Stog p. 74.6. 

78The Sde dge text has a negative particle rna here, which the Peking text omits. Yeshe Thabkhe 

thinks that the Peking reading is the correct one. 

7~itera1ly: "many-grounders"; Yeshe Thabkhe glosses this as referring to mental factors (sems 

byung. caitta). 
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afWisdom [Satra,] "That mind is non-mind; the nature of the mind is clear light."80 

Therefore, [Buddha] says, "Having abandoned the aspects of mind .... " 

"Images that are objects of activity of meditative stabilization"8! are [arisen] 

from mind and are not external objects. "In those"82 [means] just in those. "Objects 

that are known"83 are non-dual objects. "Differentiation"84 is understanding. 

"Thorough differentiation"85 etc. [refer to] excellence in terminological enumera

tion.86 "Forbearance" is just mental freedom with respect to ascertaining phenomena 

that are countless non-dual objects. In [the phrase,] "That is insight",87 "insight" 

[means] that because one eliminates the phenomena that are associated with specifi

cally and generally characterized phenomena, this view is an "insight". [The words,] 

"in that way ... "88 mean that when Bodhisattvas are just like this, it is definite that 

'they are skilled in insight, and otherwise they are not.' 

Mter having settled the attainment of calming and insight, in order to about 

the method of attaining it, [Maitreya] asks, "Bhagavan, [321a] prior to ... that 

Bodhisattva ... .''89 

[The passage,] " ... that is observing the mind''9O refers to "observing signs". 

"Internal''9! [refers to] taking to mind what is not an external object. Prior to attain

ing physical and mental pliancy, one is at the level of practice. 

[When Maitreya] asks, "What is that mental contemplation called", [Buddha] 

answers, "It is not calming.''92 It is said to be belief that is concordant with calming 

and to be a similitude [of calming] because it is a means of attaining calming. 

80rn other words, the term "mind" is merely a conventional designatiori, and there is no essence or 
entity of mind. The designation "mind" is given to a constantly changing series of mental events, 
but mind is actually empty of inherent existence, and so is said to be of the nature of clear light 
8!0 p. 52.4; Stog p. 74.5. 
820 p. 52.4; Stog p. 74.5. 
830 p. 52.4; Stog p. 74.6. 
840 p. 52.4; Stog p. 74.6. 
850 p. 52.4; Stog p. 74.7. 
86Yeshe Thabkhe says this means that the mind becomes more skilled in understanding differenti
ations of phenomena. 
870 . p. 52.5; Stog p. 74.7. 
880 p. 52.5; Stog p. 75.1 
890 p. 52.5; Stog p. 75.1. 
9°0 p. 52.6; Stog p. 75.1. 

. 910 p. 52.6; Stog p. 75.1. 
920 p. 52.6; Stog p. 75.2. 
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In [the passage,] "Bhagavan, at what point do Bodhisattvas ... ",93 [Maitreya] 

says, "prior to attaining physical and mental pliancy," because "body and mind have 

not become serviceable". 

[Maitreya] asks, "When [a Bodhisattva] is doing internal mental contempla

tion with respect to the images that are objects of activity of meditative stabiliza

tions, in accordance with how those phenomena are contemplated ... ''94 because this 

is not the completion of preparation. When [Maitreya] asks, "What is that mental 

contemplation," [Buddha] answers, "It is not insight,''9S because it is a means of at

taining insight. You should know that prior to this there are many ways in which 

one ascertains designations [of doctrines] by way of not forgetting [Buddha's in

structions] . 

Ascertainment of designations [of doctrines] due to not forgetting meditative 

stabilizations that are based on non-conceptual exalted wisdom [is the focus of 

Maitreya's question,] "Bhagavan, are the path of calming and the path of insight 

different or not different?''96 [Buddha] answers, "Why are these two not different? 

Because [insight] observes the mind that is the object of observation [of calm

ing] .... ''97 The path of calming is not different from the path of insight, because in

sight observes the mind that is the object of observation [of calming]. With respect 

to the path of calming: since insight observes just the mind that is its object of ob

servation, both the object of observation and the observer are just not different, be

cause they are of the nature of mind. [The rhetorical question and answer -] "Why 

are they not non-different ... ''98 - indicates that they are simply not non-different. 

Therefore, [Buddha] says, "Because [insight] observes an analytical image."99 

[321b] 

The path of calming and the path of insight are different, because that [i.e., in

sight] observes analytical signs and analytical images in that way.t'JO The statement 

93D p. 52.6; Slog p. 75.1. 
94D p. 52.7; Slog p. 75.3. 
9sD p. 53.1; Stog p. 75.3. 
96D p. 53.1; Stog p. 75.5. 
97D p. 53.2; Slog p. 75.6. 
98D p. 53.2; Stog p. 75.6. 
99D p. 53.3; Stog p. 75.7. 
loo.rbis passage (' di ltar de ni rnam par rto g pa dang bcas pa mtshan ma dilng bcas pa'i gzugs 
brnyan la dmigs pa'i phyir ro) is translated in accordance with Yeshe Thabkhe's oral explanation, 
in which he glosses dang bcas ba as meaning yod pa, 10 have. 
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that those two are of the natllTe of mind indicates that they are just one; and because 

[one is] conceptual and [the other is] non-conceptual, [Buddha] states that "they are 

just different".1Ol With respect to non-conceptual exalted wisdom's not losing un

derstanding, [Maitreya] says, "Bhagavan, is that image that is the object of activity 

of meditative stabilization which is a viewing consciousness different from the mind 

or not different?"102 This asks, 'Are those two - the mind that is an observer and 

the observed object, the image that is the object of activity of meditative stabiliza

tions - different or non-different,' and [Buddha] answers, "they are not 

different" .103 

By way of indicating the reason [that answers] the question, "why", [Buddha] 

says, "Because that image is simply cognition-only."I04 

This indicates that mind appears as an object of observation that is like an im

age; [and so Buddha] teaches, 'It is not different from mind.' In order to indicate the 

reason, [Buddha] says, "I explain that consciousness is distinguished by [the fact 

that its] object of observation is cognition-only (rnam par rig pa tsam, vijfiapti

mlitra)."105 An object of observation is an appearance of mind in the aspect of an 

object and, moreover, it is not different from cognition because it is observed simul

taneously.l06 

100This appears to refer to 0 p. 53.2 and Stog p. 75.6. 
1020 p. 53.3; Stog p. 75.7. 
1030 p. 53.4; Stog p. 76.1. 
1040 p. 53.4; Stog p. 76.1. 
1050 p. 53.4; Stog p. 76.2. 

l~is statement accords with the statement in chapter five of the sutra that an eye consciousness 
arises "engaged with, in one instant with, and in the same range as" a mental impression of it. 
This is significant in that it indicates that there are at least two places in the text that can be read 
as propounding similar statements about the relation of the mind and its objects, statements that 
imply that mind and its objects are non-different. This is important because some Western schol
ars think that the section in the eighth chapter of the SarruJhinirmocana that discusses the doctrine 
of cognition-only ,is a later interpolation, but the plausible link between this section and chapter 
five suggests that this doctrine is integral to the thought of at least two parts of the text, thus call
ing into question the idea that this is a later interpolation. 

In an oral commentary on this passage, Yeshe Thabkhe expressed the same idea, saying that 
if the appearance of an object and its cognition by the mind are simultaneous, then mind and its 
objects must be of the same entity (ngo bo gcig), since if they were different substantial entities 
there would have to, be a temporal succession. 
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[Objection: The passage -] "If that image which is the object of activity of medi

tative stabilization ... "1117 - offers a basis of opportunity for dispute because, if the 

signs that are realized are agents and the images that are investigated are actions, 

then how could those two be suitable to be non-different, since in the world agents 

and actions appear differently? 

[Reply:] Because they are established as being just non-different in reality, 

[Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect to that. ... "108 "No" indicates an agent, and 

"any" indicates an action.109 Because just one phenomenon is not also several, 

[322a] if realizers, analyzers, and actions were real - since individual subtle 

particles do not appear among minds and mental factors - then conventionalities 

that are agents and actions would also not exist. This is so because of their being 

conventionalities [that appear] among compounded phenomena,110 their having 

relations, and their being powerless. Moreover, if some autonomous (rang dbang 

can) things were non-existent, then due to exaggerated adherence to an agent, deeds 

would just be doers, because an agent would not be suitable. Agents, actions, and 

deeds would also not be suitable. 

Objection: How could the mind that cognizes the aspects of apprehending subject 

and apprehended object appear? 

Reply: [Buddha] says, "The mind that is generated that way appears as such."1l1 

This indicates that 'such cognitions - which arise from seeds of cognition that 

from beginningless time are infused with the predispositions for designating appre

hending subjects and apprehended objects - appear in the aspects of apprehending 

subjects and apprehended objects.' In order to clarify the meaning, [Buddha] 

teaches the example [of a mirror,] "It is like this: for example .... "112 This indicates 

that 'an image in a round mirror does not arise [as a real substantial entity]. But 

107D p. 53.4; Stog p. 76.2. 

108D p. 53.5; Stog p. 76.3. 

109D p. 53.5; Stog p. 76.3. 
1101 have translated this in accordance with the most probable meaning. The passage reads: 'dus pa 

dag la yang kun rdzob yin pa'i phyir. I assume that '4us pa refers to' dus byas, compounded phe
nomena 

111D p. 53.5; Stog p. 76.4. 

112D p. 53.6; Stog p. 76.4. 

I 
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form itself produces the mistaken image. Therefore, the mind thinks, "I see an 

image.''' 

[Qualm:] With respect to that, there are also proponents [of truly existent external 

objects] who say, ['You assert that] in dependence upon a basis - a round mirror 

- and a sign - a form - an image that is just like a substantial entity arises. If all 

of those bases were non-existent, then how could this example be suitable?' 

[Response:] In response to them, [Buddha] says, 'Because objects that are different 

from cognitions of aspects of forms and images do not exist.' If you ask, 'Hpw can 

objects not exist,' [Buddha replies,] 'Because although objects do not exist, pro

duction of cognitions appears.' Although objects in the past, in the future, and in 

dreams and so forth do not exist, productions of cognitions of those appear as such 

[Le., as existent]. 

Moreover, because one observes different cognitions through the power of 

believing in concordance of objects,113 [322b] just mind defmitely appears as an im

age. As an example: with respect to one phenomenon - a river and so forth -

animals perceive it in the form of an abode. Hungry ghosts (yi dags,preta) perceive 

it in the form of pus, etc. People similarly perceive it in the form of water; and gods 

similarly perceive it as a place having a nature of vai4urya. 114 [The phrase,] 

"Likewise ... "llS [indicates] that, just as the two - form and an image - are not 

different but appear to be different, likewise - because they appear simultaneously 

with their ascertainment - one ascertains that 'the two, objects of observation and 

observers, are determined to be just non-different' 

In [the passage -] "Bhagavan, [are the forms and so forth] of sentient be

ings ... "116 - [the phrase,] "forms and so forth" [refers to] substantial entities like 

1l3In other words, the reason for the fact that we tend to perceive similar objects is that we expect 

to do so: our minds create realities that make sense and that accord with our expectations. Just as 

in dreams we create images and rules that accord with the logic of dreams, so in waking life we 

create images and events that accord with the logic of waking !'reality". 

114According to Chandra Das (A Tibetan-English Dictionary; Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1970, p. 

877), vailjiirya caD refer to three different types of lapis-lazuli: (1) a yellow lapis-lazuli called a 

manjuri; (2) a green lapis-lazuli called a sugata; and (3) a white lapis-lazuli called a siinya. 
Wonch'uk (vol. ti [118], p. 107.2), quoting Acarya Paramiirtha (Slob dpon Yang dag bden pa), 

states that "vailjiirya" is a precious substance of blue color that does not disintegrate when burned. 
llSD p. 53.7; Stog p. 76.5. . 

116D p. 53.7; Stog p. 76.6. 
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blue and so forth. "Images of the mind" are [images] appearing to the mind. "Abide 

in the nature" [means that they] abide in its entity. "Moreover" [refers to] things that 

are external objects. What is not different from mind [includes] 'actions and afflic

tions' and so forth, from which consciousness [gives rise to] actions, afflictions, 

and even Demons (bdud, mlJra).ll7 

Because those actionsll8 do not operate differently, one also apprehends them 

as being threefold due to the differentiations of virtuous, non-virtuous, and 

neutral1l9 phenomena. With respect to that, [if one asks,] 'Are virtuous actions and 

afflictions [different from mind] or [not,' Buddha's] response is, "Maitreya, they 

are not different" 

Qualm: Why do they appear to be different? 

[Response: Buddha] says, "With respect to those images, because childish beings 

with distorted awareness do not know cognition-only just as it is in reality, they 

consider [them] wrongly."120 This indicates that those childish beings - not 

perceiving reality just as it is, corrupted by faulty vision - 'perceive non-existent 

external objects as existing in that way'. 

In answer to [Maitreya's] question - "At what point do Bodhisattvas soley 

cultivate insight?" - [Buddha] says, "At the time of continuous mental contempla

tion".121 Regarding uninterrupted mind: 'interrupted' [means] obstructed, and 'not 

obstructed' [means] uninterrupted. [323a] This is the meaning of 'focusing on the 

object of observation' . 

With respect to [the question,] "At what point [do Bodhisattvas cultivate] the 

two, calming and insight?,,:l22 Insight is simply mental one-pointedness with respect 

to the object of observation. Calming is simply internal mental one-pointedness. 

By way of asking about the signs of mind, [Maitreya] says, "What are the 

signs of mind?"123 [Buddha] answers with the statement, "Maitreya, objects ofob-

117This whole paragraph is omitted in the Peking text, p. 198.4. 
1l8Text correction: Sde dge reads: lam; Peking p. 198.4 reads: las. 
l1!1.iterally: non-fluctuating, mi g.yo ba. 
120D p. 54.1; Stog p. 76.7. 
l2lD p. 54.2; Stog p. 77.1. 
122D p. 54.3; Stog p. 77.3. 
123D p. 54.4; Stog p. 77.4. 
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servation of insight .... "124 Whatever is an object of observation of insight - a men

tal image that is a conceptual object of activity of meditative stabilizations - is a 

sign of mind, because [mind] apprehends different types of signs. 

In answer to the question, "What is an uninterrupted mind,"l25 [Buddha] says, 

"Maitreya, it is the object of observation of calming .... " Whatever internally focuses 

on an object of observation of calming that observes an image is an "uninterrupted 

mind", because this includes all internal objects of observation. 

In answer to the question, "What is mental one-pointedness," [Buddha] says, 

"that image which is the object of activity of meditative stabilizations .... "126 This in

dicates that whatever phenomena appear in the aspect of mental images to meditative 

stabilizations are not different from mind, because their inherent existence is not 

established. Therefore, in [the passage,] "this .. .is cognition-only",1Z7 [Buddha] indi

cates that this is 'realization of the reality-limit' (yang dag pa' i mtha' , bhuta-kop). 

"Realization" [refers to] individual knowledge. 

In [the phrase,] "Having realized that, it is also mental contemplation in that 

way",I28 "realized that" [means] that one has realized that it is just cognition-only. 

After having realized that, realization of suchness is the establishment of mental 

one-pointedness, because cognition-only has eliminated [false adherence to] as

pects. This is because the suchness of mind abides in just its own sphere. 

The question concerning the divisions of insight asks, ''Bhagavan, how many 

kinds of insight are there?"129 In answer to the question, [Buddha] says, "There are 

three kinds." [323b] With respect to the [unspoken] thought, 'What are the three,' 

[Buddha] says, "(1) that arisen from signs (mtshan rna las byung ba, nimitta-mayr); 

(2) that arisen from searching (yongs su tshol ba las byung ba, parye:jalJii-mayr); 

and (3) that arisen from individual investigation (so sor rtog pa las byung ba, 

pratyavelqa1Jli-mayr)".l3° That arisen from signs is arisen from hearing. That arisen 

1240 p. 54.4; Stog p. 77.4. 

1250 p. 54.4: bar chad rna mchis pa'i sems; Stog p. 77.5: de rna thag pa'i sems. 
1260 p. 54.5; Stog" p. 77.6. 
1270 p. 54.5; Stog p. 77.6. 

1280 p. 54.5; Stog p. 77.7. 

1290 p. 54.6; Stog p. 77.7. 
1300 p. 54.6; Stog'g translation (p. 78.1) of the~ tenns is different, in that las byung ba is omit

ted: mtshan rna can dang I kun tu tshol ba dang I so sor rtog pa' o. 
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from searching is arisen from thinking. That arisen from individual analysis is 

arisen from meditation.!3! 

Moreover, four purities are explained: (1) purity of object of observation; (2) 

purity of actions;!32 (3) purity of non-defilement;!33 and (4) natural purity. From 

among those, differentiation in accordance with purity of object of observation is 

[insight] arisen from signs. Differentiation in accordance with purity of actions is 

[insight] arisen from searching. Differentiation in accordance with purity of non

defllement and differentiation in accordance with natural purity are [insight] arisen 

from individual analysis. 

Moreover, whatever is engaged in the four analytical procedures - (1) 

analytical procedure [looking into] dependence, (2) analytical procedure [looking 

into] performance of functions, (3) analytical procedure [looking into] logical 

correctness, and (4) analytical procedure [looking into] the naturc~ - in dependence 

upon what has the signs of the analytical procedure [looking into] dependence and 

the causes of the analytical procedure [looking into] performance of functions, is 

[insight] arisen from signs. Whatever is engaged in searching in accordance with 

the analytical procedure [looking into] logical correctness is [insight] arisen from 

searching. Whatever arises from individual investigation of nature (chos nyid, 

dharmata) in accordance with the analytical procedure [looking into] the nature is 

[insight] arisen from individual analysis. 

!3!This refers to an important idea in Buddhist meditation theory, that there are three stages in
volved in understanding doctrinal teachings. The first, wisdom arisen from hearing (thos pa las 
byung ba'i shes rab, srutamayi-prajiiii), occurs when someone hears and studies doctrines. The 
second, wisdom arisen from thinking (bsams pa las byung ba'i shes rab, cintiimayi-prajiiii), occurs 
when one understands those doctrines through further contemplation. The third, wisdom arisen 
from meditation (bsgoms pa las byung ba'i shes rab, bhiivaniimayi-prajiiii), occurs when analytical 
meditation and stabilizing meditation are in harmony, that is to say, when there is a union of 
calming and insight. These are discussed at length by Wonch'uk (vol. thi [119], pp. 339-347). 
See also: Jeffrey Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness (London: Wisdom, 1983) pp. 92-94; Louis 
de la Vallee Poussin, tr., L'Abhidharmalcosa de Vasubandhu (paris, 1924), ch. 6, pp. 143 and 
159; and Walpola Rahula, tr., La Compendium de la Super-Doctrine d' Asmiga by Walpola Rahula 
(paris, 1971), p. 134. Etienne Lamotte provides a bibliography of these terms in La Somme du 
Grand Vihicule d' Asa/iga (Louvain, 1973) notes p. 7*. 
!32>yext correction: the Sde dge text (p. 323b.2) reads: 10m mam par dag pa; emended to los rnom 
par dag pa in accordance with the Peking text (p. 199.2.2). ' 
!3J.yext correction: the Sde dge text reads: dr; mam par dag pa; emended to to dr; ma med pa 
mam par dag pa on the basis' of its occurrence in the next sentence as dri ma med pa. 
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In response to the question, "What is [insight] arisen from signs", [Buddha] 

says, "It is that insight which takes to mind just an analytical image that is the object 

of activity of a meditative stabilization. "134 1bis indicates that - with respect to phe

nomena such as heard objects of meditative stabilizations that are conceptual and 

analytical and so forth - any insight that takes to mind any image having the signs 

of a pure object of observation is "arisen from signs". 

In response to the question, "What is [insight] arisen from searching," 

[Buddha] says, "With respect to this and that. ... "135 [The phrase,] "with respect to 

this and that" [refers] to the entities of mental images. 

In [the passage,] " ... understood well through wisdom Oust those phenomena 

that] were not well understood":136 [324a] Wisdom [means] a pure path. It 

[operates] with respect to non-observational phenomena. "That" is said to [refer to] 

"phenomena". "Just those" [means] 'just mental images.' Any insight of 

Bodhisattvas which mentally contemplates [its object] through understanding it well 

is [insight] arisen from searching. 

In answer to the question, "What is [insight] arisen from individual investiga

tion," [Buddha] says, "With respect to this and that.. .. "137 "With respect to this and 

that" [means] 'with respect to differentiation by way of cognition-only.' "Through 

wisdom" [means] 'through supramundane wisdom.' Because - with respect to 

meditational phenomena that are realized well as they are ascertained - liberative 

objects of knowledge - purity of non-affliction and natural purity - abandon the 

afflictive obstructions, the mind is liberated. Thus, due to the purity of non-affliction 

and abandonment of the obstructions to omniscience, wisdom is liberated. Thus, 

that natural purity connects one with complete, perfect happiness. Thus, [Buddha] 

says, "That insight which takes to mind [its object] is [insight] arisen from individ

ual investigation." 

[in response] to the question, "With respect to calming, how many kinds are 

there," [Buddha] says, "through engagement with that uninterrupted mind .... "138 

1340 p. 54.6; Stog p. 78.1. 
13S0 p. 54.7; Stog p. 78.2. 
1360 p. 54.7; Stog p. 78.2. 
1370 p. 54.7; Stog p. 78.2. 
1380 p. 55.2; Stog p. 78.3. 
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The arising of uninterrupted insight from a mind of meditative equipoise is an 

"uninterrupted mind". 

[The statement -] "Moreover, it is said to be of three kinds"139 - [refers to 

insight] arisen from signs, [insight] arisen from searching, and [insight] arisen from 

individual investigation, because these are the three kinds of insight. You should 

know that calming is also of three kinds. Because they are internal operations and 

because they are subtle factors, [Buddha] does not describe their characteristics. 

[The passage,] "Alternatively, there are eight kinds of calming ... "140 indicates 

a division. Because there is an eightfold division that subsumes the divisions of the 

[four] concentrations and the [four] formless absorptions, calming is also explained 

as being of eight types. [Buddha says,] "Alternatively, there are four kinds [of 

calming]"141 because immeasurable love, [immeasurable] compassion, [immeasur

able] joy, [324b] and immeasurable equanimity are internal mental operations. 

Because they are entities that pacify agitated minds - such as harmful intent and so 

forth - they are explained as being calming. 

Also - by way of asking about the division of the two, calming and insight 

that dwell on doctrines and that do not dwell on doctrines - [Maitreya] says, 

"Bhagavan, when you say, 'calming and insight that dwell on doctrines .... "'142 In 

[Buddha's answer -] "due to engagement with the signs of doctrines as sutra col

lections etc.143 are apprehended and contemplated" - "signs of doctrines" (ehos kyi 

mtshan ma, dharma-nimitta) [refers to] words, letters, and so forth. "Meanings" 

are reasons (rgyu mtshan, hetu) that are meanings. This indicates that calming and 

insight - [focusing] on meanings after having focused on the signs of doctrines of 

sutra collections etc. that are apprehended and contemplated - abide in doctrines. 

Thus, [Buddha] teaches that 'they are interested in doctrines due to focusing on 

meanings'. "Without relying on doctrines that are apprehended and contemplat

ed ... "I44 [means] 'not apprehending doctrines such as sutra collections and so 

139D p. 55.2; Stog p. 78.3. 
140D p. 55.2; Stog p. 78.4. 
141D p. 55.3; Stog p. 78.6. 
142D p. 55.4; Stog p. 78.7. 
143The Sde dge text reads: mdo'i sde la sogs pa. This is not found in D, Stog, or any other 
Tibetan text of the sutra. 
144D p. 55.5; Stog p. 79.1. 
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forth.' "From others"145 [means] from other causes, not by the power of one's own 

causes. In [the phrase,] "instructions and teachings": speech that is understood is 

instruction. 

Objection: Hearing [doctrines] from others is also just [calming and insight] that 

abide in doctrines, because of being engagement with doctrines propounded by 

others. 

[Response:] This is not engagement through the power of apprehending doctrines· 

such as siitta collections etc., but it is engagement due to the cause of faith in others, 

because doctrines are not ascertained. Therefore, it is not [calming and insight] that 

dwell on doctrines. 

[The words -] "It is like this: [calming and insight fOCusing on] discolored 

corpses or ... "146 - [indicate that] they do not receive instructions from others due 

to faith, because calming and insight that meditate on ugliness and so forth focus on 

them through exertion. Therefore, this is not [calming and insight] that dwell on 

doctrines. 

. [The passage -] "Maitreya, with respect to that ... "147 - indicates that 

Bodhisattvas of sharp faculties, who relate to doctrines in accordance with how they 

have heard and apprehended them, [325a] cultivate the arising of calming and in

sight that dwell on doctrines through the power of their own minds. Therefore, 

[Buddha] teaches that they are 'non-reversible'.l48 

[The phrase,] "In dependence upon [calming and insight] that do not dwell on 

doctrines ... "149 indicates that Bodhisattvas who initially are not able to hear and ap

prehend doctrines - such as siitta collections etc. - and who relate to [doctrines] 

through faith because of others [teaching them] are of dull factulties. Therefore, be

cause they are suitable to be motivated by others, [Buddha] teaches, 'I do not desig

nate [these Bodhisattvas as being of sharp faculties],. 

By way of asking about the division of [calming and insight] which observe 

doctrines that are unmixed and which observe doctrines that are mixed, [Maitreya] 

1450 . 
p. 55.5; Stog p. 79.2. 

1460 p. 55.5; Stog p. 79.2. 
1470 p. 55.7; Stog p. 79.4. 
148This tenn (phyir mi Idog pa, avaivartika) may also mean that they are ''not in conflict with" or 
"not turned away from" a correct understanding of doctrine. 
1490 p. 55.7; Stog p. 79.5. 
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says, "Bhagavan, [ what are] calming· and insight that observe doctrines that are 

unmixed ... "ISO [The phrase -] "doctrines in accordance with how they have appre

hended and considered them"151 - indicates that cultivation - of calming and in

sight with respect to those doctrines of slitra collections etc. that are apprehended 

and considered in terms of the aspects of emptiness and so forth - are "calming 

and insight which observe doctrines that are unmixed" 

[The phrase, "calming and insight] that observe each of the individual doc

trines of sutTa collections etc."152 refers to [calming and insight] that observe [their 

objects] within dwelling on different doctrines of sutTa collections etc. In [the 

phrase,] "If ... doctrines of sutra collections etc.", "all of these doctrines" [refers to] 

those sutTa collections etc. that were indicated previously. 

[The phrase,] "flow into suchness"153 [means that] they are inclined toward 

suchness. [The phrase,] "descend into suchness"154 [means that] they are mainly 

concerned with suchness. [The phrase,] "have descended into suchness"155 means 

that they 'have gone into suchness'. This indicates that all of those phenomena [Le., 

enlightenment, nirviII).a, and transformation of the basis] 'are of one taste with such

ness'. "Suchness" refers to the naturally pure realm of truth. 

In [the passage,] "flow into enlightenment ... ",156 'enlightenment' [refers to] 

supramundane conceptual exalted wisdom. In [the phrase,] "flow into transforma

tion of the basis" (gnas gyur, asraya-parlivrtti),157 basis [refers to] the qualities of a 

Buddha; [transformation occurs] through the power of the [ten] levels (sa, bh~i) 

and the [ten] perfections (poo rol tu phyin pa, pliramitli). [325b] "Transformation 

of the basis'~ [refers to] the truth body. 

In [the phrase] - "All these doctrines of sutra collections etc ... virtuous doc

trines ... "158 - "virtuous doctrines" [means that] they are ultimately virtuous, be

cause the point at which one understands that their nature is of the nature ofnirviII).a, 

150D p. 56.1; Stog p. 79.6. 
l5lD p. 56.2; Stog p. 80.I. 

152D p. 56.2; Stog p. 80.I. 
153D p. 56.3; Stog p. 80.3. 
154D p. 56.3; Stog p. 80.3. 
155D p. 56.3; Stog p. 80.3. 
156D p. 56.4; Stog p. 80.3. 
157D p. 56.4; Stog p. 80.4. 
!S8D p. 56.5; Stog p. 80.5. 
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and that their nature is virtuous because they are of the nature of the path is the point 

at which one [understands] scripture. "Innumerable" [means] measureless. 

The uncontaminated realm of truth [is such] because of being unrestricted. 

[The virtuous doctrines] are "measureless" because of their innumerability. This is 

because they completely transcend enumeration. "Expressed through the manifest 

expression" [means that] such uncontaminated doctrines are expressed through 

manifest expression. 

[The phrase,] "that .. .is calming and insight which observe doctrines that are 

mixed"159 [refers to] calming and insight that observe collected doctrines. 

By way of asking about the divisions of [calming and insight] which observe 

doctrines that are a little mixed, very mixed, and immeasurably mixed, [Maitreya] 

says, "Bhagavan, [when you designate] calming and insight which observe doc

trines that are a little mixed. ... "160 

[Buddha's response,] "Maitreya, beginning with sutra collections ... "161 an

swers this [question]. After one has lumped together into one the beginning, mid

dle, and end of what one has apprehended of any doctrines of sutra collections etc., 

calming and insight that mentally contemplate [those doctrines] are to be known as 

being "[calming and insight] which observe doctrines that are a little mixed". 

[Buddha] states this 'because they do not observe all doctrines'. 

[The phrase -] "as many sutra collections etc. as one has apprehended"I62-

indicates that after one has lumped into one each and every [doctrine] of thos~ sutta 

collections etc., that mental contemplation is to be known as being calming and in

sight observing doctrines that are very mixed, 'because they observe all the doc

trines of sutta collections etc. ' . 

[B uddha' s] teaching - "the teachings of doctrines of the Tathagatas are num

berless ... "163 - indicates that, because the teachings of the Tathagatas refer to all 

objects of observation, [326a] they completely gladden the thoughts of all beings 

Who are trainees everywhere and at all times; thus, they are "measureless in their in-

IS9n p. 56.5; SlOg p. 80.6. 

160n p. 56.5; SlOg p. 80.6. 

161n p 56.7; SlOg p. 81.1. 

162n p. 57.1; Stog p. 81.3. 
163n p. 57.2; Stog p. 81.4. 
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crease". The measureless words and letters of doctrines and the measureless 

progress of wisdom and inspiration are like this. 

[The phrase,] "lumped into one"l64 means that - due to the non-observabiIity 

of the reality of doctrines -'- calming and insight that treat them as. being of one taste 

are known to be "[calming and insight] which observe doctrines that are immeasur

ably mixed" 

[Maitreya's question] - "Bhagavan, at what point do Bodhisattvas [attain 

calming and insight which observe doctrines that are mixed]"16S - is a question 

about the cause of attainment of that. [Buddha's answer-] "Maitreya, you should 

know that they attain them through five causes ... " - indicates the cause of 

attainment 

In [the passage] - "When mentally contemplating, they destroy all of the 

bases of the assumptions of bad states (gnas ngan. len gyi 'ching ba, da~!ulya

bandhana) in each moment" - assumptions of bad states are of two kinds: (1) as

sumptions of bad states that are afflictions such as desire and so forth; and (2) as

sumptions of bad states that are afflictions such as [wrong] views and so forth. The 

basis of those is the basis-consciousness. Because calming and insight which ob

serve doctrines that are mixed are antidotes to these two assumptions of bad states, 

they serve to destroy the bases of these. They get rid of various conceptions. 

With respect to [the phrase,] "attain joy in the joyousness of doctrine":I66 Be

cause one is separated from the defilements of assumptions of bad states, due to 

physical and mental pliancy one attains joy in the joyousness of doctrines that are 

. separated from various [wrong] discriminations. "They understand well that the ap

pearances of doctrines are measureless in the ten directions and that their aspects are 

not limited ... " because they ascertain measureless doctrines well. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The non-imaginary signs that are partially con

cordant with purification - these being endowed with accomplishment of the pur

pose - arise in them":I67 this is because they purify the view [that mistakenly sees] 

the aspects of [a self of] persons and of phenomena. Because an exalted knowledge 

of all aspects is a cause of accomplishing the aims of oneself and others, it is an 

1640 p. 57.2; Stag p. 81.3. 
1650 p. 57.3; Stag p. 81.5. 
1660 p. 57.4; Stag p. 81.7. 
1670 p. 57.5; Stag p. 82.1. 
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'accomplishment of the purpose'. [326b] When one understands a portion of that, 

the non-imaginary aspects of signs that are concordant with that arise due to one's 

faith. 

In [the passage,] "For the sake of attaining, perfecting, and completing the 

truth body, they grasp the causes of increasing goodness, the greatest auspicious

ness":l68 on the first level, one realizes the truth body. On the third level one attains 

it. On the tenth level one completes it. On the Tathagata level, one perfects it be

cause one brings it to completion. With respect to [the term] "cause": Through culti

vating the [ten] levels and the [ten] perfections one defmitely emerges [from cyclic 

existence]. 

[The phrase,] "increasing goodness, the greatest auspiciousness"169 [means 

that] through realizing [the truth body] one attains it; through attaining it one com

pletes it; through completing it one increasingly perfects it; through greater auspi

ciousness one becomes very auspicious. 

Also, by way of asking about the divisions of these two, [Maitreya] says, 

"Bhagavan, on what level.. .. "170 In [Maitreya's next question, the phrase,] 

"meditative stabilizations that are conceptual and [merely] analytical"171 [means] that 

just coarse mind is conceptual. Just the fourth is analytical. 

In [the passage -] "In accordance with how they are apprehended and ... "172 

- [the phrase,] "the signs of those" indicates that 'calming and insight - which 

observe the signs of doctrines of sutra collections etc. in accordance with how they 

are apprehended, investigated, and analyzed, which are analytical in the sense of ex

periencing clear and coarse [signs,] - are meditative stabilizations that are concep

tual and analytical. ' 

In [the phrase,] "signs of those",173 "those" [refers to] the signs of doctrines of 

sutra collections etc. that are apprehended in accordance with how [Bodhisattvas] 

have aprehended, investigated, and analyzed them. With respect to that, because this 

[apprehension] is non-conceptual, it is a signless [apprehension] that is clear and 

168n p. 57.5; Stog p. 82.2 reads: "For the sake of completing and accomplishing the truth body, 

they grasp the causes of increasing goodness, the greatest auspiciousness." 

169n p. 57.5; Stog p. 82.2. 

l70n p. 57.7; Stag p. 82.5. 

l71n p. 58.1; Stog p. 82.5. 

172n p. 58.1; Stog p. 82.6. 

173n p. 58.2; Stog p. 83.1. 
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coarse. This indicates that 'analytical calming and insight - which experience the 

subtle in the sense of merely following that which appears - are non-conceptual 

and merely analytical meditative stabilizations.'174 

In [the passage,] " ... in all respects with regard to the signs of those .. .",17S 

"they experience doctrines spontaneously in all respects with regard to the signs of 

those" [327 a] because they unify the continuum of the mind, because conceptuality 

and analysis are pacified, and because they have mental engagement that experi

ences doctrines spontaneously without apprehending the signs of doctrines of sutra 

collections etc. Thus, [Buddha] teaches that 'such calming and insight are non-con

ceptual and non-analytical meditative stabilizations.' 

[The phrase,] "Moreover, [calming and insight] arisen from searching .. ."176 

indicates that 'on the level of conceptuality and analysis, calming and insight

arisen from searching with respect to doctrines that are conventional and ultimate 

truths - are conceptual and analytical meditative stabilizations.' "[Calming and in

sight] arisen from individual analysis are non-conceptual and merely analytical 

meditative stabilizations"177 because of analyzing individually and in detail the doc

trines of sutra collections etc. "Calming and insight which observe doctrines that are 

mixed are non-conceptual, non-analytical meditative stabilizations"178 because all 

doctrines are of one taste in terms of their suchness. Thus [calming and insight] en

gage them spontaneously. 

[Maitreya's question -] "Bhagavan, what is the cause of calming?"179-

asks about the cause of apprehending calming and insight and about the cause of 

equanimity. In [Buddha's answer -] "Maitreya, when the mind is excited or ... "180 

- "excited" [means] not pacified. [The phrase,] "qualms that it will be excited" 

[refers to] scattered thoughts. [The phrase,] "phenomena that are concordant with 

174The translation of this phrase follows the Peking text, p. 201.1.1: de soong ba' 0 la spyir dren 
pa tsam phra mo myong ba'i rjes su dpyod pa' i zhi gnas dang lhag mthong gang yin pa de ni rtog 
pa med cing dpyod pa tsam gyi ting nge 'dzin yin 00 zhes ston to; Sde dge reads: de soong ba' 0 

la phyir dran pa tsam phra mo myong ba'i rjes su dpyod pa' i zhi goos dang lhag mthong gang yin 
pa de ni rtogs pa med cing dpyod pa tsam gyi ling nge 'dzin yin no zhes ston to. 
17SD p. 58.3; Stog p. 83.2. 
176D p. 58.4; Stog p. 83.3. 
177D p. 58.4; Stog p. 83.4. 
I78D p. 58.5; Stog p. 83.4. 
179D p. 58.5; Stog p. 83.5. 
180D p. 58.6; Stog p. 83.5. 
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sobering phenomena" [refers to] the aspects of [true] sufferings and [true] sources. 

[The term] "uninterrupted mind"181 [means] that the mind does not observe mental 

objects. 

In [the passage] - "Maitreya, [when] the mind becomes lax or ... "!82-

"mental laxity" [means that the mind] degenerates due to lethargy and sleep. [The 

phrase,] "suspects that it will become lax" indicates what is concordant with laxity. 

"Pleasing phenomena" are the aspects of [true] cessations and [true] paths. [The 

phrase,] "signs of the mind" refers to 'the signs of a mind that observes pleasing 

phenomena'. [327b] 

After having explained the causes of calming and the causes of apprehending 

[it,] by way of [the passage -] "Maitreya, when a path that is singly dedicated to 

insight, or is singly dedicated to insight, or even one that is a union of those 

two ... "183 - [Buddha] indicates the cause of equanimity. [The phrase,] "not 

afflicted by the secondary afflictions that are those two" indicates the differences 

between those three kinds of paths. When the mind spontaneously engages in a path 

that is not defiled by excitement, contrition, lethargy, or sleep, that spontaneous 

mental contemplation is said to be "the cause of equanimity". 

[Maitreya's] question - "Bhagavan, when Bodhisattvas cultivating calming 

and insight know doctrine and know the meaning, in what way do they know doc

trine? In what way do they know the meaning?"I84 - asks about the division of the 

natures of doctrines and meanings. Doctrine is the basis, and meaning is [not]l8s the 

basis. Therefore, [Buddha's answer] - "Maitreya" they know doctrine by way of 

five aspects ... "186 - initially indicates the division of transformational doctrines. 

I8!Sde dge and Lamotte's citation of this passage read: bar chad rned pa'i sems. Stog, however, 
reads: "immediately preceding mind" sems kyi de rna thag pa. The explanation in the commentary 
indicates that Jiiiinagarbha would favor Sde dge and Lamotte's reading of "uninterrupted mind". 
The probable Sanskrit equivalents of bar chad med pa and de rna thag pa are close (anantara and 
anantarya), and so Stog's reading may have been a mistake on the part of its translators, or per
haps they saw the two terms as being equivalent. 
182D p. 58.7; Stog p. 83.6. 

I83Dp. 58.7; Stog p. 84.1. 

184D p. 59.1; Stog p. 84.2. 

185The negative particle rna is not found in the Sde dge text, p. 327b.4, but is found in the Peking 
text, p. 201.3 .. 3. Yeshe Thabkhe indicates that the Peking reading is the more probable one. 
186D p. 59.2; Stog p. 84.3. 
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Alternatively, with respect to the nature of doctrine, there are two kinds: (1) 

doctrines that are explained and (2) doctrines that are realized. Because doctrines 

that are explained are the foundation of doctrines that are realized, and because doc

trines that are explained also are of the nature of names, words, specifics, and col

lections, [Buddha] teaches, "words and ... "I87 

In [the passage -] "What are names? They are what are designated to af

flicted and purified phenomena as actual and specific names"188 - 'afflicted phe

nomena' are desire and so forth. Purified phenomena are faith and so forth. With 

respect to those, 'desire' and 'faith' are actual nominal designations. [The expres

sions -] 'Desire also should be known', or '[Desire] should be abandoned' - are 

specific nominal designations. [328a] Similarly, [the expressions -] 'Faith should 

be cultivated', or ['Faith should be cultivated] many times' - are specific nominal 

designations. That is [the aspect of] names. 

With respect to [the passage,] "What are words? They are bases and supports 

that reside in and depend upon collections of just these names for the sake of imput

ing conventions with regard to objects that are afflicted and purified":189 [the state

ment -] 'Attachment to the Desire [Realm,] the Form [Realm,] and the Formless 

[Realm] are to be abandoned' - is a collection of names. Collections of names of 

purified phenomena are similarly indicated [The statement,] 'Faith in the connection 

between the actions and results of non-sentient beings is virtuous' is like this. 

[The passage] - "What are letters? They are the letters that are the bases of 

these two"190 - means that particles that are letters are the bases of names and 

words. 

[The passage -] "What is individual knowledge? It is individual knowledge 

due to mental contemplation that observes unmixed [doctrines]"191 - indicates that 

1870 p. 59.3; Stog p. 84.4. 
1880 p. 59.3; Stog p. 84.4 reads: "What are names? They are what are designated as actual names 
to afflicted and purified phenomena." 
1890 p. 59.3; Stog p. 84.5 reads: "What are words? They are what reside in and depend upon col
lections of just these names for the sake of imputing conventions with regard to affliction and 
purification." 
190D p. 59.4; Stog p. 84.6. 
1910 p. 59.4; Stog p. 84.6 reads: "What is knowledge in the aspect of individuality? It is knowl
edge due to mental contemplation that observes unmixed [doctrines]." 
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words of doctrines of excellent stltra collections etc., which are arrangements of 

names, words, and letters, are apprehended individually. 

[The passage -] "What is individual knowledge by way of collections? It is 

individual knowledge due to mental contemplation that observes mixed [doc

trines]"192 - indicates that after one has unified those collections of doctrines of 

si.itra collections etc., they are apprehended. 

After having explained how Bodhisattvas who cultivate calming and insight 

individually know doctrines, in order to indicate the aspects through which they in

dividually know meanings, [Buddha] states in detail, "Bodhisattvas individually 

know objects by way of ten aspects, by: (1) their varieties .... "193 

With respect to [the passage,] "Maitreya, with respect to that, these which are 

the fmal divisions, in all respects, of afflicted and purified phenomena, are the va

rieties":I94 Among the afflicted are desire and so forth. [328b] Among the purified 

are faith and so forth. The enumerated aspects of those afflicted and purified phe

nomena are their varieties; the final divisions of their aspects are their modes. 

In [the passage,] " ... these are ... "195 [the varieties of] the aggregates include all 

the aggregates of afflicted and purified phenomena, which [are included] within the 

five aggregates. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The six internal sense spheres indicate the pro

found; the six external sense spheres indicate enjoyments ... ":196 You should under

stand that the sense faculties (dbang po, indriya) and so forth are subsumed by the 

five-fold enumeration. 

With respect to "the varieties": The existence of afflicted and purified phe

nomena - [differentiated] in accordance with the varieties of phenomena - is [the 

category of] "the varieties". 

192D p. 59.5; Stog p. 84.7 reads: ''What is knowledge in the aspect of collection? It is knowledge 
due to mental contemplation that observes mixed [doctrines]." 
193D p. 59.6; Stog p. 85.2. 

194D p. 59.7; Stog p. 85.3. 

195D p. 60.1; Stog p. 85.4. 

19~is passage is not found in D, SlOg, or Lamotte. The passage to which this probably refers is 
found in D p. 60.1, SlOg p. 85.5: "Moreover, these are: 'the fivefold enumeration of the aggre
gates, the sixfold enumeration of the internal sense spheres, and also the sixfold enumeration of 
the external sense spheres', and so forth." 
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[The passage -] "Maitreya, with respect to that, the suchness of just those 

afflicted and purified phenomena is the way that they really exist"197 - indicates 

that at the point where one analyzes afflicted and purified phenomena, their 

unmistaken [mode of] existence, just as it is, is "the way they really exist". 

[The phrase,] "Moreover, it has seven aspects"198 indicates another division. 

In [the phrase,] "the suchness of arising", continuous engagement in afflictions, ac

tions, and births is 'arising'. "Suchness" is not different from that aspect. This indi

cates non-mistaken nature. 

[The phrase,] "the beginninglessness and endlessness of compounded phe

nomena"199 indicates the absence of a former and later limit. With respect to [the 

passage -] "The suchness of character is the selflessness of persons and the 

selflessness of phenomena in all phenomena":2oo "all phenomena" are the 

compounded and the uncompounded. With respect to that, among individual 

compounded phenomena, a person does not exist within each subtle atom or among 

all minds and mental factors. [329a] Also, among whatever is uncompounded

space, analytical cessations, and non-analytical cessations - a person does not 

exist. Therefore, the character of phenomena is the non-existence of a self of 

persons. 

"The suchness of cognition is [the fact that] compounded phenomena are 

cognition-only"ZOI because internal and external things are distinguished by being 

cognition-only. 

In [the passage] - "The suchness of abiding is explained by me as true suf

ferings"Z02 - "abiding" [means that] selfless phenomenazo3 abide in time and so 

forth. This is because all of those are not concordant with true sufferings with re

spect to Superiors. 

197D p. 60.2; Stag p. 85.5. 

198D p. 60.2; Stag p. 85.6. 

199D p. 60.2; Stag p. 85.7. 

200D p. 60.3; Stag p. 85.7. 

zolD p. 60.3; Stag p. 85.7. 

zo2D p. 60.3; Stag p. 86.1. 

Z03The Tibetan reads: bdag po med pa'; chos; Yeshe Thabkhe equates this with bdag med pa'; 
coos. 
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In [the passage -] "The suchness of distorted establishment is explained by 

me as true sources''204 - distorted establishment is of the nature of delusion and so 

forth [which misconceive] the selfless as [having] a self; therefore, it is the cause of 

the sufferings of manifestation and birth. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The suchness of purification is explained by 

me as true cessations";20S Because it eliminates adventitious imputations that are im

pure phenomena, it is [called] purification. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The suchness of correct establishment is ex

plained by me206 as true paths";207 Because correct establishment is the antidote to 

distorted establishment, it is a pure path that pacifies the delusion of a self and so 

forth. 

[The passage,] "Maitreya, with respect to that ... ''208 indicates how these such

nesses are differentiated. [The passage,] " ... the suchness of arising ... " explains 

this in detail. Because all sentient beings increase209 the predispositions for the view 

of personal existence, [Buddha] teaches, 'Due to the suchness of arising and so 

forth, [all sentient beings] are similar and equal.' 

With respect to [the passage,] "Due to the suchness of character and the such

ness of cognition, all phenomena are similar and equal"; This is because all phe

nomena have a character that is an absence of a self of persons [329b] and because 

they are distinguished as being cognition-only. 

[The passage,] "Maitreya, with respect to that .. .''210 [refers to] the three en

lightenments [of Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Mahayanists]. The suchness of 

purification indicates that they are similar and equal, because they are similar in 

terms of the natures of their cessations. 

Objection; Why should they be similar, since - although a liberated Buddha 

works for the benefit of sentient beings by way of the characteristics of the truth 

body -liberated Hearers and Solitary Realizers do not. 

2040 p. 60.4; Stog p. 86.1. 
2050 p. 60.4; Stog p. 86.2. 
206Text correction: the Sde dge text reads las; emended to ngas. 
2070 p. 60.4; Stog p. 86.2. 
2080 p. 60.5; Stog p. 86.3. 
209The Tibetan term is brtas pa. According to Yeshe Thabkhe, this equals rgyas pa in this passage. 
2100 p. 60.5; Stog p. 86.5. 
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[Response:] Liberated Buddhas are differentiated by the force of former vows, but 

liberated Hearers and so forth are not For example: although knotted cloth and un

knotted cloth are similarly placed together in a dyeing vessel, by the power of this, 

bright color appears in the knotted [cloth,] but not in the unknotted [cloth]. 

Similarly, even though they are similarly placed in the dyeing vessel of 

nirv~a, due to the power of this, the nirv~as of Buddhas are differentiated, but the 

nirv~as of Hearers and so forth are not. Therefore, in the similarity of their purifi

cations they are liberated, but in terms of the truth bcxly - which is just an uncom

mon sovereignty - they are not 

[The phrase] - "Maitreya, with respect to that, due to the suchness of correct 

establishment ... "211 - indicates that wisdoms that are included within212 calming 

and insight which observe doctrines that are mixed are similar and equal, because 

wisdom is the antidote to all obscurations. This indicates that, due to the suchness 

of correct establishment, the way that things really exist is "similar and equal" [in all 

things]. 

In the context of [discussing] objects that are apprehenders, [Buddha] says, 

"Maitreya, with respect to that, objects that are apprehenders are the following phe

nomena: (1) the five physical sense spheres .... "213 [Buddha says that] because the 

five physical [sense spheres] are the five: eyes and so forth. These are included 

within the aggregate of form. 

Phenomena that are: mind, sentience, consciousness, and mental factors 

[330a] are also just [discussed] in the context of objects that are apprehenders. This 

is because mind [refers to] the basis-consciousness. Sentience (yid, manas) [refers 

to] afflicted [sentience] (nyon mongs pa can [gyi yid], kli~!a[-manas]). Conscious

ness [refers to] the six operating consciousnesses. Mental factors are feeling and so 

forth [Le., the fifty-one mental factors].214 These are apprehenders because they are 

of a type that has objects of observation. 

Mter having explained objects that are apprehenders, in the context of 

[discussing] objects that are apprehended, [Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect 

21lD P 60.7; Slog p. 86.6. 
21ZSee p. 329a.3. 
2l3D p. 61.1; Stog p. 86.7. 
214Por a list of the fifty-one mental factors, see: Elizabeth Napper and Lati Rinbochay, Mind in 
Tibetan Buddhism (Valois, New York: Snow Lion, 1980), pp. 35-39. 
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to that, objects that are apprehended are ... .''2IS The 'six external sense spheres'

fonns, sounds, scents, tastes, tangible objects, and phenomena - are apprehended. 

In order to indicate that all phenomena are apprehended objects of mental con

sciousnesses, [Buddha] says, "Moreover, Maitreya, objects that are apprehenders 

are also objects that are apprehended.''216 

Mter having discussed objects that are apprehended, in order to explain ob

jects that are abodes, [Buddha] extensively teaches, "Maitreya, with respect to that, 

objects that are abodes are ... ."217 [The passage,] "one village, or 100 villages .. ." 

refers to immeasurable worldly reahns. 

Mter having discussed objects that are abodes, in order to explain objects that 

are resources, [Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect to that, objects that are re

sources .... "218 [The phrase,] " ... due to being an object of enjoyment. .. " [means] 

due to being an [object of] enjoyment - such as an object of veneration etc. - of 

men and women. "Property" [refers to] clothing etc., because Bodhisattvas must 

differentiate everything through correct reasonings. 

After the explanation of objects that are enjoyments, in order to explain mis

taken objects, [Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect to that, mistaken objects 

are .... "219 [The phrase,] "with respect to just these objects that are apprehending 

subjects and so forth" [refers to] those indicated previously. "Mistaken" [refers to] 

incorrectly viewing the [four] truths. [330b] Superimposing pennanence etc. on the 

entities of impennanent phenomena - dependent-arisings that are apprehended 

objects, apprehending subjects, and so forth - is a mistaken discrimination. Be

cause the two, mistaken discrimination and mistaken mind, awaken mistaken views, 

they are abandoned by correct views. 

Mter having explained the meaning of "mistaken objects", in order to explain 

non-mistaken objects, [Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect to that, non-mistaken 

objects are .... ''220 [The passage -] "You should know that [non-mistaken objects] 

are the opposite of those [Le., mistaken objects] and they are antidotes [to them"

refers to:] (1) viewing impennanent objects - such as apprehending subjects and 

21S0 p. 61.1; Stog p: 87.1. 
2160 p. 61.1; Stog p. 87.2. 
2170 p. 61.2; Stog p. 87.2. 
2180 p. 61.6; Slog p. 88.1. 
2190 p. 61.6; Stog p. 88.2. 
22°0 p. 62.1; Stog p. 88.4. 
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so forth - as impennanent; (2) viewing the nature of suffering - which is discor

dant with [the state of] a Superior - as suffering; (3) viewing the nature of unclean 

things as unclean; and (4) viewing selfless things that depend upon conditions as 

selfless. When one is separated from mistaken views through obtaining [their] anti

dotes, one also becomes free from mistaken discriminations and mistaken minds. 

Mter [discussing] non-mistaken objects, in order to indicate afflicted objects, 

[Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect to that, afflicted objects are of three 

kinds .... "221 If you ask, 'What are they', [Buddha] says: " ... of the three realms .... " 

If you ask, 'What are the three', [Buddha] says, "(1) afflictive afflictions [of the 

three realms]; (2) afflictions that are actions; and (3) afflictions that are lifetimes". 

From among the limbs of cyclic existence: ignorance, craving, and appropria

tion are the afflictive afflictions. Activities and existence are the afflictions that are 

actions. Consciousness, name, fonn, the six sense spheres, contact, feeling, birth, 

aging and death are the afflictions of lifetimes. 

After having explained afflicted objects in that way, in order to explain pure 

objects, [Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect to that, pure objects are the phe

nomena that are hannonies with enlightenment through serving. to separate one from 

those three types of afflictions.''222 [331 a] You should know that these are the mind

ful establishments (dran pa nye bar gzhag pa, smrtyupasthana) etc. 

[The passage -] "Maitreya, you should know that these ten aspects include 

all objects"223 - indicates that Bodhisattvas correctly understand objects through 

these ten [categories:] their varieties and so forth. Therefore, [Buddha] teaches that 

'they correctly understand objects'. 

Second and Final Part 

Also, by way of indicating a five-fold division, [Buddha] says, "Alternatively, 

Maitreya, Bodhisattvas know objects by way of five aspects .... ''224 In answer to the 

question, "What are the five," [Buddha] says, "things that are objects of knowledge; 

objects that are objects of knowledge; knowledges; obtaining the fruits of knowl-

22ID p. 62.1; SlOg p. 88.5. 
222D p. 62.2; Stog p. 88.6. 
223D p. 62.2; Stog p. 88.7. 
224D p. 62.3; SlOg p. 89.1. 
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edge; knowing those". [He says this] because everything is included within these 

five aspects. In [the passage -] "Maitreya, with respect to that ... things that are 

objects of knowledge ... are to be viewed as being all objects of knowledge; they are 

as follows: the aggregates ... " - the [five] aggregates and so forth include all things 

that are objects of knowledge. 

With respect to [the passage,] "Maitreya, with respect to that, objects that are 

objects of knowledge should be known as the actual mode of those objects of 

knowledge that are [known through] various aspects ... ":225 These are objects that 

are objects of knowledge that 'should be known in accordance with what is known 

by one aspect, the varieties, and should be known in accordance with how [they are 

known]'. In the extensive statement - "these are such things as conventionalities 

and ... " - "conventionalities and ultimate truths" are what Buddhas teach in depen

dence upon the two truths. 

''Faults'' are so called because they function as afflictive faults. "Qualities" are 

so called because they function as purifying qualities. With respect to "conditions": 

Those afflictions and purifications only arise from their own causes, and not from 

God (dbang phyug, isvara) etc. With respect to "time": This [331b] [refers to] the 

times of arising in the past, future, and present. 

With respect to "the characteristics of production, abiding, and disintegration": 

Objects that are objects of knowledge and so forth are differentiated in terms of 

conditions that are characteristics of compounded phenomena. "Sickness and so 

forth" [refers] to suffering. "[True] sufferings and [true] sourpes and so forth" 

[refers] to the Hearer Vehicle. "Suchness and so forth" [refers] to the Great Vehi

cle. With respect to "condensed [discourses] and differentiations":226 these instruct 

by way of the two, summarizing and elaborating. 

Also, when there are answers in [Buddha's teachings,] certain prophecies are 

[for example,] when someone asks, 'Will all sentient beings die,' and [Buddha] 

defmitely responds, 'They will die. ' 

Differentiation and scriptural questions are [for example,] when someone 

asks, 'Will all dead [beings] be reborn,' and [Buddha] differentiatingly answers, 

225D p. 62.4; Stog p. 89.2. 
226D p. 62.6 reads: bsdu ba dang f dbye ba; Stog p. 89.6 reads: "condensed [discourses] and exten
sive [discourses]" (bsdus pa dang f rgyas pa). 
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'Those sentient beings who have afflictions will be reborn, but those without afflic

tions will not be reborn. ' 

Answering after having asked a question is [for example,] when someone 

asks, 'Are humans superior, or are they inferior,' and [Buddha] answers after hav

ing asked a question: 'The answer depends upon who they are.' If the question 

refers to those in the bad migrations [i.e., hell beings, hungry ghosts, and animals,] 

then the answer must be, '[Humans] are superior [to them]'. But conversely (' on 

te), if the question refers to gods, then the answer must be, 'They are inferior'. 

Thus, [Buddha] answers after having asked a question. 

"Discarding''227 is [for example,] when someone asks, 'Are the aggregates and 

the self one or different,' and [Buddha] discards that [question,] because the self 

does not exist sub~tantially. 

"Secrets" [are so named] because for sentient beings who have not ripened 

[their wisdom] doctrines are hidden secrets. "Proclamations''22B [are so named] be

cause they are the opposite of those. With respect to [the phrase,] "partially concor

dant with such": You should know that other things, such as imputed persons and 

so forth, are objects thatare objects of knowledge. 

"By way of the varieties"229 [means] by way of the aspects of conven

tionalities [332a] and so forth. You should know that "the way that they really 

exist"230 [refers] to the [four] truths - suffering and so forth - for those of the 

Hearer Vehicle, and to suchness and so forth for Mabayanists. 

With respect to [the passage,] "Maitreya, with respect to that, knowledges are 

[the harmonies with enlightenment] that apprehend both of those":231 Qualities -

such as the [four] mindful establishments etc., that are concordant with the limbs of 

enlightenment, which are apprehended through just observating [the following]: (1) 

things, the aggregates etc., that are objects of knowledge; (2) how the varieties of 

objects that are objects of knowledge exist; and (3) their mode of existence - are 

knowledges, because they are of the nature of knowledge. 

227Tbe Sde dge text (p. 331b.6), D p. 62.7, and Stog p. 89.7 all read: gzhag, which normally 
means "to establish" or "to posit", but Yeshe Tbabkhe says that in this passage it means "to dis
card", not "to establish", which makes more sense given JiUinagarbha's explanation. 
228D p. 62.7: bsgrags pa; SlOg p. 89.7: "teachings" (rab tu bstan pa). 
229TIUs is not found in either D or Stog. 
230'Jbis is also not found in either D or Stog. 
231D p. 62.7; Stog p. 90.1. 
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Mter having explained knowledges, in order to teach about attainment of the 

fruit of knowledge, [Buddha] says, "Maitreya, with respect to that, obtaining the 

fruit of knowledge is .... ''23Z [The passage -] "disciplining desire, anger, and bewil

derment ... " - [refers to] disciplining desire through mindful establishments etc. 

with respect to the self, twofold body, feelings, mind, and phenomena. 

[The words,] "completely abandoning''233 [indicate that] after one has thor

oughly subdued them, they are abandoned. [The words,] "the fruits of asceticism" 

[refer to] the four, Stream Enterers and so forth [Le., Once Returners, Non-Return

ers, and Arhats]. [The phrase,] " ... mundane qualities of Hearers and Tathagatas ... " 

[refers to] the [four] concentrations, the [four] immeasurables and so forth. 

"Supramundane" [refers to] knowing that [the afflictions] are exhausted and will 

not arise [again] and so forth. "Common" [refers to] non-afflicted consciousness, 

aspirational consciousness, and so forth. Any actualizations of those are attainments . 

of fruits of knowledge. 

After having taught about attaining the fruits of knowledge, in order to indi

cate how that obtainment of the fruits of knowledge is to be known, [Buddha] says, 

"Maitreya, knowledge of that.. .. "Z34 [The phrase,] " ... just those phenomena that are 

actualized ... " [refers] to those things that were just taught. "Liberating knowledge" 

[332b] is self-knowledge. 

[The phrase,] "extensively explaining and teaching these to others''235 means 

that one causes realization - in others' continuums - of the qualities of Tathagatas 

and Hearers that one has actualized oneself. 

After having taught, "Maitreya, you should know that all objects are also in

cluded by way of these five aspects of objects",Z36 [the passage] - "Moreover, 

Maitreya, Bodhisattvas ... " - indicates that 'just as [Bodhisattvas] know all objects 

by way of five aspects, so they also know objects by way of four aspects.' 

In answer to [the question,] "What are the four aspects of objects,"Z37 

[Buddha] says, "(1) appropriated objects of mind; (2) objects of experience; (3) 

objects of cognition; and (4) objects of affliction and objects of purification .... " 

Z3ZD p. 63.1; Stog p. 90.2. 
Z33D p. 63.2; Stog p. 90.3. 

Z34D p. 63.3; Stog p. 90.4. 
Z35D p. 63.3; Stog p. 90.5. 
Z36D p. 63.4; Stog p. 90.5. 

Z37D p. 63.4; Stog p. 90.5. 
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This indicates that just as [Bc:idhisattvasl know all objects by way of five aspects, so 

they also know objects by way of four aspects. 

In answer to [the question,] "What are the four," [Buddha] says, "by way of: 

(1) appropriated objects of mind; (2) objects of experience; (3) objects of cognition; 

and (4) objects of affliction and purification".238 Appropriated objects of mind are 

predispositions of the basis-consciousness, because they are causal. Objects of ex

perience are: (1) a mind's bewilderment concerning a self; (2) viewing a self; (3) 

pride in the self; (4) desire for the self; and so they are experienced objects. Objects 

of cognition are said t9 be different things that are aspects of abodes, abiders, and 

objects of observation that are simply cognition-only in the sense that operating 

consciousnesses view them as external. Objects of affliction and objects of purifi

cation are the aspects of abodes, abiders, andobjects of observation of those minds 

and mental factors that are either not realized or realized by just those minds. 

Mter [Buddha] has indicated that all objects are also included by way of these 

four aspects of objects by stating, "Maitreya, you should know that all objects are 

included [by these four aspects]", [333a] [the statement,] "Moreover, 

Maitreya ... ''239 indicates that 'Bodhisattvas know objects by way of three aspects'. 

In [the passage,] "objects that are letters, objects that are meanings, and ob

jects that are realms",240 objects that are letters are supports. Objects that are mean

ings are what is supported. Objects%at are realms are objects that are both. 

Regarding [the passage,] "Maitreya, with respect to that, objects that are 

meanings should be known in terms of ten aspects":241 "The character of suchness" 

[refers to] just apprehended objects. "The signs of knowledge" [refers to] just ap

prehending subjects. ''The character of abandonment" [refers to] just separation. 

"The character of actualization" [refers to] just attaiIiment "The character of medita

tion" [refers to] how these are not wasted. "the character of differentiation of those 

characters of suchness and so forth" [refers to] the differentiation of 'the suchness 

of mirrors and the suchness of appearances and so forth'. 

231There appears to be no reason for the repetition of this quotation. The wording is slightly differ
ent from the previous citation, but nothing new is added. 
2390 p. 63.5; Stog p. 90.7. 
24°0 p. 63.6; Stog p. 91.1. 
2410 P 63.6; Stog p. 91.2. 
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In [the phrase,] "the character of basis and what depends upon a basis",242 

"Basis" [refers to] phenomena such as suchness and so forth. [Things that depend 

upon] a basis are objects. "The character that interrupts knowledge and so forth" 

[refers to] obstructions and so forth.243 

"The character of concordant phenomena" [refers to] good attainment and so 

forth. "Faults of non-knowledge and so forth" [refers to] corrupting the aims of 

oneself and others. "Benefits of knowledge and so forth" [refers to] fulfilling the 

aims of oneself and others. 

In [the passage -] "Maitreya, with respect to that, objects that are realms are 

the five realms ... ''244 - worldly realms include worlds that are environments: these 

are objects to be purified by Bodhisattvas. Realms of sentient beings are objects of 

maturation. The realm of truth is an object to be realized. The realms of discipline24s 

are suitable to be objects of maturation. The realm of methods of discipline [333b] 

[includes] things that are well-taught. 

With respect to [the passage,] "Maitreya, you should know that all objects are 

also included by way of these three aspects of objects":2Mi You should perceive that 

all interpretable meanings and defmitive meanings are included. [The passage-] 

"Bhagavan, [what are the differences between] knowledge of objects by wisdom 

arisen from hearing ... ''247 - is a question [that asks,] 'What are the differences be

tween [knowledge of objects by wisdoms] arisen from hearing, thinking, and 

meditating?' 

In [the passage -] "Maitreya, through wisdom arisen from hearing Bodhisat

tvas ... "248 - wisdom arisen from hearing is based on words; the meanings which 

arise [from that] are not. This is because apprehenders of only what is literal and 

what lacks [Buddha's] thought are thoughts that do not ascertain profound doc

trines. This is because what is not direct perception does not perceive directly. 

242D p. 63.7; Stog p. 91.4: "the character of basis and dependent arising" (gnas dang rten cing 

'brei ba' i mlshan nyid). 
243 According to Yeshe Thabkhe, this includes the afflictive obstructions and the obstructions to 
omniscience. 
244D p. 64.1; Stog p: 91.5. 
24SThe siitra indicates that "realms of discipline" are sentient beings, because each sentient being is 

a potential trainee, i.e., someone who can be disciplined by Buddhist doctrine and practice. 
246D p. 64.2; Stog p. 91.6. 

247D p. 64.2; Stog p. 91.7. 
248D p. 64.4; Stog p. 92.2. 
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"Concordant with liberation" [refers tei] what serves as a cause of liberation, be
cause one indirectly correctly realizes individual meanings. These are not liberators. 

In [the passage,] "Maitreya, through knowledge arisen from thinking .. ,''249 

"arisen from thinking" [means that] it arises from thinking by means of reasoning. 

This is because those who only abide in the letters, who are not literal, and who ap

prehend the thought [behind the teachings] are acquainted with what they hear. This 

is because they do not [understand] through direct perception, are very concordant 

with liberation, and have the conditions for liberation. This is because those who 

have not correctly understood non-liberative meanings have not directly perceived 

liberative [meanings]. 

In [the passage,] "Maitreya, through knowledge arisen from meditation 

Bodhisattvas ... "250 knowledge arisen from meditation arises from ascertaining doc

trine. 11lis is because those who apprehend [doctrine while] abiding in the words 

and those not abiding in the words are well acquainted [with doctrine]. This is be
cause those who are literal and apprehend [Buddha's] thought ripen the predisposi

tions of what they have heard. [334a] 

[The phrase,] "partially concordant with these things to be known''251 [means 

that they are] partially concordant with those things that are things to be known as 

they are by way of various aspects. If you ask, 'What sorts of things [are indi

cated,]' [Buddha] says, "images that are objects of activity of meditative stabiliza

tions". [Bodhisattvas] do not understand by way of objects of activity that are ex

pressions of what they have heard and considered. This is because [only] direct 

perception is individual knowledge. 

[These Bodhisattvas are] "very concordant with liberation''2S2 because they are 

very close to it. This is because those' who also know liberative meanings realize 

them directly. [The phrase,] "These are the differentiations of those" [refers to the 

differentiations] of wisdoms arisen from hearing, thinking, and meditating. 

In the extensive passage, "Bhagavan ... Bodhisattvas who cultivate calming 

and insight .. ,''253 [Buddha] says, 'Whatever is a wisdom regarding calming and in-

249D p. 64.5; Slog p. 92.3. 
250D p. 64.6; Slog p. 92.5. 
251D p. 64.7; Slog p. 92.6. 
252D p. 64.7; Slog p. 92.6. 
253D p. 65.1; Slog p. 92.7. 
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sight observing doctrines that are mixed is knowledge', because their aspects are 

not various. 'Whatever is a wisdom regarding calming and insight which observe 

doctrines that are unmixed is discernment', because their aspects are various. 

With respect to [the passage,] "Bhagavan ... Bodhisattvas cultivating calming 

and insight ... ":254 Due to [being asked] - " ... how and through what mental con

templation do [Bodhisattvas] remove what signs?" - [Buddha] teaches three things 

with respect to the question [in paraphrase,] 'Due to knowing doctrines and mean

ings, through what mental contemplations do Bodhisattvas remove what signs?' 

"Through mental contemplation of suchness" refers to 'mental contemplation of 

non-duality'. [The phrase,] " ... remove the signs of doctrines and the signs of 

meanings" [refers to] two types of signs. They remove signs of doctrines and signs 

of meanings. "Signs" means 'objects of observation'. 

With respect to [the question,] "how do ... [Bodhisattvas] remove ... ":255 

[Buddha] says, [334b] "not observing the nature of names with respect to 

names .... " This is because signs of doctrines are of the nature of names, words, and 

letters. One also does not observe doctrines in terms of their bases.256 Just as it is 

with respect to the names that are bases of doctrines, so when words and letters that 

are the signs of doctrines are removed, they are not observed. 

[The passage -] "Just as it is ... so all ... meanings should be known"257 -

[means that] the ten kinds, five kinds, four kinds, and three kinds taught [earlier] are 

not observed. 

With respect to [the passage,] "up through realms, not observing an inherent 

nature of realms ... ":258 When the inherent natures of those five realms indicated 

[previously] are eliminated, they are not observed. "Signs abiding in them" are 

signs that are the bases of meanings. Since bases of meanings are doctrines, when 

those signs are also eliminated, they are eliminated by way of non-observation. Be

cause mental contemplation of suchness is just non-dual- since in meditation on 

the suchness of those objects: signs of doctrines that are names, words, letters, ap-

254D p. 65.3; Stog p. 93.3. 

25sD p. 65.3; Stog p. 93.3. 
256This refers to words and letters. which are the bases of meanings. 
257D p. 65.4; Stog p. 93.5. 

258D P 65.5; Stog p. 93.5. 
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prehenders, and so forth, their aspects are [perceived as] non-dual- this is the 

meaning of "non-observation of those signs". 

In [the question -] "Bhagavan, are ... ''259 - [the phrase,] "the signs of cogni

tion of the meaning of suchriess" [indicates that] cognition of suchness is simply an 

exalted knower of all aspects. Its objects of observation are non-things. Also, the 

Perfection of Wisdom says, "SubhUti, the objects of observation of an exalted 

knower of all aspects are non-things. Aspects are pacified. The controller is mind

fulness. Characteristics do not exist" 

[The passage -] "Maitreya, cognition of the meaning of suchness overcomes 

all phenomena and signs of phenomena''260 - [indicates that] all the signs of doc

trines and meanings are not completely realized, [335a] but their antidote is knowl

edge of the meaning of suchness. Therefore, they are exceeded by them. 

With respect to [the passage,] "[I] do not explain that in that anything is ex

ceeded by anything":261 Because [cognition of suchness] is an antidote to all signs 

that are viewed with respect to that and because objects of observation and aspects 

are not eliminated, [that] is not exceeded by anything. 

With respect to the extensive statement, "Bhagavan ... a dirty pot, for exam

ple ... ":262 [Maitreya's question -] "Thinking of what mental analysis and what 

suchness did you say that ... " - is asked because there are three kinds of mental 

analysis263 and seven kinds of suchness. 

[Buddha's answer -] "Maitreya, it was due to three kinds of mental analy

sis ... "264 - indicates that mental analysis arisen from heanng, from thinking, and 

from meditating and the suchness of cognition are non-dual. Thus; this means that 

'thinking of them, I [Buddha] taught those.' [This explains] the verses of the 

Maitreya Chapter.26S 

259D p. 65.5; Stog p. 93.6. 
26Ol) p. 65.6; Stog p. 93.7 reads: "Maitreya, when one does not observe as signless the cognition 
of the meaning of suchness, with respect to that, what could be eliminated?" 
261D p. 65.7; Stog p. 94.1. 
262D p. 65.7; Stog p. 94.1. 
26~ext correction: the Sde dge text (p. 335a.3) only mentions anaIysis (so sor brtags pa). This is 
emended on the basis of the Peking text (p. 204.5.1), which reads: sems la so sor brtag pa. 

264D p. 66.2; Stog p. 94.4. 
26SThe translation of this passage is speculative. The Tibetan reads: byams pa'j le'u'j k'a ri ka If, 
which makes no sense in this part of the text, since the klirikiis of chapter eight occur several pages 
later than the section presently under discussion. It may indicate that the present section is rele-
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[Maitreya] asks, "Bhagavlill, how many signs - which Bodhisattvas who cognize 

doctrines and meanings in that way are engaged in removing - do you describe; by 

what are they eliminated";266 and [Buddha] answers, "There are ten .... " 

With respect to [the passage,] "The various signs of words and letters - ac

cording to which one knows doctrines and meanings - are eliminated by the 

emptiness of all phenomena?':267 This is because the phenomena which are the 

'various signs of words and letters that are not included within the emptiness of all 

phenomena' are not different. 

In [the passage -] "The signs of continual operation of production, cessation, 

abiding, and transformation, which are known in terms of the meaning of the such

ness of abiding, [335b] are eliminated by the emptiness of character and the empti

ness of what is beginningless and endless''26R - "abiding" [refers to] the character

istics of production, abiding, aging, and impermanence that are included among 

compounded phenomena of the three times. 

Moreover, because illustrations (mtshan gzhi, d!~!linta) do not exist, they are 

empty of characteristics; and because illustrations do not exist, they are also empty 

of the characteristics of illustrations, since illustrations and characteristics are free 

from being one or different. As it is said, "You have correctly said, 'If characteris

tics were other than illustrations, then illustrations would be signless. If they were 

one, then there would be nothing that is both. '" "Beginningless and endless" 

[means that] there is no former or later limit. This is because there is no former and 

later limit and a real basis does not exist. ' 

With respect to [the passage,] "The signs of the view of true personhood and 

the signs of thinking 'I' - which one knows with respect to objects that are appre-

vant to the thought of the verses, which are primarily instructions concerning how the teachings 

on yoga ot this chapter should be put into practice. Since this is the most probable explanation of 

the cryptic statement in JiUinagarbha's text, I have translated it in accordance with this hypothesis. 
266D p. 66.3; Stog p. 94.6. 

267D p. 66.4; Stog p. 94.7 reads: "when one thoroughly knows the meanings of doctrines, then 

the various signs of verbal expressions are eliminated by the emptiness of all phenomena." Note 

that Stog treats the compound translated as "verbal expressions" ("words and letters" in D) as a 

karmadhiiraya, whereas D treats it as a dvcuru1va. 
26RD p. 66.4; Stog p. 95.2 reads: "when one knows the meaning of the suchness of abiding, then 

the signs that are a continuation of production, cessation, abiding, and transformation are elimi

nated by the emptiness of character and the emptiness of what is beginningless and endless." 
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henders - are eliminated by the emptiness of the internal and the emptiness of the 

unapprehendable":269 Apprehenders are the eye and so forth and minds and mental 

factors. With respect to those, whatever signs are apprehended as I and mine, which 

appear to be a person, are empty by way of the emptiness of the internal and are 

empty by way of the emptiness of the unapprehendable, because their nature is not 

observed. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The signs of viewing enjoyments - which 

one knows with respect to objects that are apprehended - are eliminated by the 

emptiness of the external":Z70 Apprehended objects are external appearances such as 

form and so forth. They are empty in terms of each subtle particle and in terms of 

collections [of these]. This is because a functioning self-entity which is of the nature 

of the objective appearances of shapes and colors is not suitable. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The signs of internal happiness and the signs 

of external sufferings which one knows - that are objects of enjoyment possessing 

the services of men and women - are eliminated by the emptiness of the external 

and internal and [336a] by the emptiness of nature":Z71 "The signs of internal enjoy

ments" [refers to] interest in272 mistaken feelings. "Signs of external sufferings" 

[refers to] mistaken interest in the bodies of men and women. They are empty, just 

like mistaken [feelings] in dreams and so forth. The nature of that interest in internal 

and external [enjoyments] is [also] empty, as it did not arise previously [and so it 

does not naturally produce desire, but only does so due to our afflictions].Z73 

2690 p. 66.5; Stog p. 95.2 reads: "when one knows objects that are apprehenders, then the signs of 
the view of true personhood and the signs of the 'I' are eliminated by the emptiness of the internal 
and the emptiness of the unapprehendable." 
Z7CJn p. 66.6; Stog p. 95.4 reads: "when one knows objects that are apprehended, then the signs of 
viewing enjoyment are eliminated by the emptiness of the external." 
Z71D p. 66.7; Stog p. 95.4 reads: "when one knows objects that are resources - possessing the 
services of women and men and of posessions as objects of enjoyment - then the signs of inter
nal happiness and the signs of external apprehended objects are eliminated by the emptiness of the 
external and internal and by the emptiness of nature." 
2'72nie Tibetan term is mos pa, which Yeshe Thabkhe equates with "delight" or "happiness" (dga' 
00). 

Z73The words in brackets summarize an oral explanation by Yeshe Thabkhe, who indicates that the 
upshot of this passage is that the things in which we find pleasure are not naturally enjoyable. If 
they were, they would naturally produce pleasure, but in fact they tend to lead to suffering and 
unhappiness because of the negative thoughts we produce with regard to them. Also, they only 
seem pleasurable due to conditioning and previously generated predispositions. 
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With respect to [the passage,] "The signs of the immeasurable - which one 

knows with respect to objects that are abodes - are eliminated by the emptiness of 

the great":274 Manifest establishments of immeasurable worldly realms are empty by 

way of the emptiness of the great, which is like space [in that it pervades every

where]. 

With respect to [the passage,] "In dependence upon [knowing] formlessness 

in that way, the internal signs of blissful liberation are eliminated by the emptiness 

of compounded phenomena":275 All compounded phenomena without exception are 

just empty, because they [are produced] from coarse causes and conditions. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The signs of the selflessness of persons, the 

signs of the selflessness of phenomena, the signs of cognition-only,276 and the signs 

of the ultimate - through which one knows objects in terms of the suchness of 

character ~ are eliminated by the emptiness of what has passed beyond the ex

tremes, by the emptiness of non-things, by the emptiness of inherent existence of 

non-things, and by the emptiness of the ultimate": The signs of the selflessness of 

persons are empty by way of the emptiness of what has passed beyond the ex

tremes. If a person did exist, then negation of the person would also be suitable. 

The signs of the selflessness of phenomena are empty by way of the empti

ness of non-things. If phenomena did exist, then negation of phenomena would also 

exist. 

The signs of cognition-only are empty by way of the emptiness of the inherent 

existence of non-things. Mistaken cognition of inherent nature is only of the nature 

of non-things, because duality is not established. 

The signs of the ultimate are empty by way of the emptiness of the ultimate .. 

[336b] Because the two, objects of negation and negators, are not ultimate, because 

objects of negation do not exist, and because neither negators nor eliminators exist, 

thus, apart from realization of emptiness, an ultimate does not exist. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The signs of the uncompounded and the signs 

of the indestructible - which one knows with respect to objects of pure suchness 

274D p. 67.1; Stog p~ 95.6 reads: "when one knows the objects that are abodes, then the signs of 

the immeasurable are eliminated by the emptiness of the great." 

275D p. 67.1; Stog p. 95.6. 
276Text correction: the Sde dge text (p. 336a.5) reads: mam par rig pa. The Peking text (p. 
205.2.4), D p. 67 p. 2, and Stag p. 96.1 all read: mam par rig pa tsam. Also, when Jfianagarbha 

uses this term later on in this section (p. 336a. 7), it reads mom par rig pa tsam. 
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- are eliminated by the emptiness of uncompounded phenomena and the emptiness 

of the indestructible":277 "Pure suchness" [refers to] true cessations. They are un

compounded and immutable, but apprehended objects that are the signs of those 

two - uncompounded phenomena and the immutable - are eliminated by the 

emptiness of uncompounded phenomena and the emptiness of the indestructible. 

With respect to [the passage,] "The signs of emptiness that one takes to mind 

in terms of the emptiness that is an antidote to those signs are eliminated by the 

emptiness of emptiness":278 Any cognition of emptiness that eliminates all these 

signs is also empty. 

In the extensive statement - "Bhagavan, when one eliminates ten types of 

signs ... ''279 - the elimination of signs of the image, the object of activity of medita

tive stabilizations, is an antidote, and the signs of afflicted phenomena are its dis

cordant class. 

In [the passage-] "Maitreya ... these emptinesses .. .''280- [the phrase,] "each 

of these objects is not a non-antidote to all these signs" means that' all of those are 

also objects of observation for purification. ' 
[The passage -] "Bhagavan ... in the Great Vehicle ... ''28i [discusses] non-de

generation. Thus, [Buddha] offers the following designation: Because emptiness is 

the antidote to the boastful pride that is the cause of degeneration of Bodhisattvas, 

when Bodhisattvas know the character of that they become non-degenerated with 

respect to the Great Vehicle. [337 a] 

In [the passage,] " ... good, good",282 "degenerated from emptiness''2S3 refers to 

'not understanding the character of emptiness'. One "becomes degenerated from all 

of the Great Vehicle" due to fear of emptiness. 

277D p. 67.3; Stog p. 96.3. 
278D p. 67.4; Stog p. 96.4 reads: "when one takes to mind the suchness that is an antidote to . 
these signs. then the signs of emptiness are eliminated by the emptiness of emptiness." 
279D p. 67.5; Stog p. 96.5. 
2800 p. 67.6; Stog p. 96:7. 
281D .p. 67.7; Stog p. 97.2 does not mention the Great Vehicle. but the rest of the quote is the 
same. 
282D p. 68.2;.Stog p. 97.4. 
283The Sde dge text and D read: stong pa nyid las rab III nyams pa; Stog reads: "corrUpted 
with respect to emptiness" stong pa nyid la·rab III rung ba. 
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In [the passage,] "Maitreya, because of this .. .1isten'',284 "other-dependent 

characters" are [produced] from coarse causes and conditions. "The thoroughly 

established character" is a non-dual character. 

In [the passage,] "separated from imputational characters, such as afflicted 

and purified phenomena in all aspects and ... ",28s phenomena that are [produced] 

from coarse causes and conditions are other-dependent characters. They have a na

ture of emptiness because of being non-entitynesses in terms of production (skye ba 

ngo bo nyid med pa nyid, utpada-nilJsvabhliva). Purification of those is the thor

oughly established nature. This is empty in the sense of being an ultimate 

emptiness. 

Conceptions thinking, 'In other-dependent characters there is affliction,' and 

'In the thoroughly established nature there is purification' are imputational charac

ters that are empty due to being emptinesses in terms of character. 

[The phrase,] "non-observation with respect to that''286 [indicates that] the enti

tyness of imputations is not observed in the entityness of other-dependent charac

ters. This is because they are not established as being of the entityness of affliction 

and purification. Because it is established as being emptiness, [the thoroughly 

established character] is a thoroughly established entity. Because they are are neither 

one nor different by way of their own nature, illustrations and characteristics are 

similar. 

[The passage,] " ... that is 'the full character of emptiness in the Great Vehi

c1e"'287 [indicates that] because the three natures that are subsumed by the two truths 

-- the conventional and the ultimate - are empty, this includes the character of 

emptiness. 

[The passage,] "Bhagavan, how many kinds of meditative stabilization of [the 

two,] calming and insight, are inc1uded"288 asks, 'Bhagavan, [337b] from what 

causes of calming and insight do they arise'. [Buddha's] answer, "They arise from 

the cause of pure ethics." [refers to] meditative equipoise when ethics is purified. 

284D p. 68.3; Stog p. 97.5. 

28SD p. 68.3; Stog p. 97.6. 
286D p. 68.4; Stog p. 97.7. 
287D p. 68.4; Stog p. 97.7. 

288D p. 68.4; Stog p. 98.1. 
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[The sentence,] "They arise from the cause that is a pure view arisen from 

hearing and thinldng''289 [indicates that] the view arisen from meditative equipoise of 

hearing and thinking becomes purified. 

In order to ask about the results of having realized VIe causes of calming and 

insight, [Maitreya] asks, "Bhagavan, what are the results of those?''290 

[Buddha's reply -] "Pure mind is the result; pure wisdom is the result"291_ 

indicates that 'the result is a liberated mind and liberated wisdom.' 

After [Buddha] has settled the results of calming and insight by way of the 

extensive statement, "Moreover, Maitreya ... ''292 [Maitreya] asks, "[Bhagavan,] what 

are the functions of [calming and insight]" in order to ask about their functions. 

With respect to [Buddha's] answer, "Maitreya, they are liberation from the 

two bonds ... ":293 The functions of these two types of bonds are similar, and 

[Buddha] says, "[They are liberation] from the [two bonds,] the bonds of signs and 

the bonds of assumptions of bad states." The afflictions of desire and so forth -

which [arise] from grasping signs of objects such as desirable things and so forth 

- are bonds of arising signs. Manifest conceptions of things that are '1' and 'mine' 

with respect to the aggregates are bonds of assumptions of bad states. Liberation 

from these two kinds of bonds is the function of calming and insight. 

In [the passage,] "Bhagavan, from among those five kinds of obstacles spo

ken of by the Bhagavan ... "294 - "the views [that overvalue] bodies and resources" 

are desire for the [six] internal sense spheres and the [six] external object spheres. 

"The discourse of Superiors" [refers to] discourses on the harmony of the supreme 

doctrine. "Abiding in commotion" [338a] [refers to a condition that] is not physical 

isolation. "Being satisfied with inferior [attainments" refers to] mere mundane con

centrations. 

[11le phrase -] "because of the fITst one does not exert oneself'295 - [means 

that] due to not having physical isolation, one does not exert oneself with respect to 

calming and insight. [The phrase] - "because of the second one does not bring the 

2890 p. 68.6; Stog p. 98.4. 
29°0 p. 68.6; Stog p. 98.4. 
2910 p. 68.7; Stog p. 98.4. 

2,920 p. 68.7; Stog p. 98.5. 
2930 p. 69.2; Stog p. 98.7. 
2940 p. 69.2; Stog p. 98.7. 
2950 p. 69.3; Stog p. 99.4. 
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training to completion" - [means that] because of being satisfied by mere inferior 

[attainments] one does not bring one's training to completion. 

With respect to [the passage] - "Bhagavan, from among the five obstruc

tions, which ... ":296 regarding "excitement and contrition", excitement is non-pacifi

cation of the sense-faculties. Contrition [refers to] things that are done wrongly. 

When one does not perform virtuous actions and performs actions that are non-vir

tuous, one becomes mentally attached [to these actions]. 

"Lethargy" [refers to] an unsuitability in terms of actions of body and ~d. 

!'Sleep" [refers to] going to sleep. "Doubt" [refers to] error concerning the [three] 

jewels, the [four] truths, and [teachings concerning] actions and results [of actions]. 

"Aspiration to the attributes of the Desire Realm" [refers to] desire for the five 

qualities of the Desire Realm.297 ''Harmful intent" [refers to] hatred toward sentient 

beings. 

With respect to [the passage,] "Bhagavan, at what point is a path of calming 

purified ... ":298 lethargy and sleep are internal discouragements. Excitement and con

. trition are distractions to external objects. 

Calming and insight include all meditative stabilizations, and you should 

know that phenomena which serve to interrupt those meditative stabilizations [do 

so] because they are mental scatterings. Because they must be abandoned, 

[Maitreya] asks, "Bhagavan, how many types of mental distractions do [Bodhisat

tvas] abiding in calming and insight find?''299 

[The phrase -] "distraction of taking something to mind and mental distrac

tion externally" - indicates that the distractions and so forth of HInayana mental 

contemplations for Bodhisattvas who abide in the Great Vehicle [338b] serve as 

interruptors of the meditative stabilizations that are the bases of supramundane, non

conceptual exalted wisdoms, and so they should be abandoned. 

[The phrase -] "experiencing the taste of meditative absorptions"300-

[means that] experiencing the taste of the [four] concentrations, the [four] formless 

296D p. 69.4; Stog p. 99.4. 
297For a discussion of these, see Leah Zahler, Meditative States in Tibetan Buddhism (London: 
Wisdom, 1983), pp. 93-96 
298D p. 69.5; Stog p. 99.6. 
299D p. 69.6; Stog p. 100.1. 
300D p. 70.3; Stog p. 100.6. 
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[absorptions,] and meditative absorptions produces the lifetimes of long-lived gods. 

Due to this, one forsakes working for the welfare of sentient beings. 

[The passage -] "If [Bodhisattvas,] abiding in external signs ... "301 - indi

cates that at the causal level, one abides in dwellings in dependence upon apprehen

sion of pleasant and unpleasant signs. Mental contemplation of signs internally be

longs to the class that is discordant with signless meditative stabilizations. There

fore, it should be known; if should be abandoned. 

[The passage -] "If [Bodhisattvas] ... in dependence upon internal mental 

contemplation ... ''302 - indicates that, because bodies that have assumptions of bad 

states are abodes of all afflictions, one is distracted. 

With respect to [the passage,] " ... feelings that arise in dependence upon inter

nal mental contemplation ... ":303 In dependence upon mental contemplation that is 

based on the view of true personhood, one has contaminated feelings with respect 

to birth. Because this is concordant with cyclic existence and because it is discor

dant with all the paths of Superiors, this is "distraction of assumptions of bad 

states". 

Because calming and insight are of the nature of meditative stabilizations and 

wisdom, they are said to be present on all the [Bodhisattva] levels. Therefore, 

[Maitreya] asks, "Bhagavan, having apprehended calming and insight from the first 

Bodhisattva level up to the Tathagata level, of what are [calming and insight] anti

dotesT'304 

With respect to [the passage,] "Maitreya, on the first level calming and insight 

are antidotes to the afflictions of bad migrations, to the afflictions that are actions, 

and to the afflictions that are births":305 This is because one attains the exalted wis

dom which is an antidote to the view of [a self of] persons and of phenomena. 

On the second [level] they are antidotes to the arising of subtle errors that are 

infractions. [339a] This is because ethics is purified. 

On the third [level] they are antidotes to desires of the Desire Realm, because 

one attains unconupted concentrations and meditative absorptions. 

301D p. 70.3; Stog p. 100.7. 

302D p. 70.4; Stog p. 101.1. 

303D p. 70.4; Stog p. 101.1. 

304D p. 70.4; Stog p. 101.2. 

30sD p. 70.5; Stog p. 101.3 reads: "afflictions that are lifetimes" (Ishe'i kun nas nyon mongs pa). 
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On the fourth [level] they are antidotes to attachmentto meditative absorption 

and attachment to doctrines, because one abides many times :in things that are con

cordant with enlightenment and because they destroy the pride of [knowing] vari

ous doctrines of sutra collections and so forth. 

On the fifth [level] they are antidotes to completely turning away from cyclic 

existence or directing oneself toward nirvliI).a, because when one meditates on the 

four truths of Superiors a basis of affliction and purification is not observed. 

On the sixth [level] they are antidotes to the arising of many signs because -

through just abiding many times in the suchness of dependent arising by way of the 

yoga of calming and insight - the suchness that is differentiated according to signs 

of affliction and purification, the impure and the pure, is not observed. 

On the seventh [level] they are antidotes to the arising of subtle signs, because 

they [Le. Bodhisattvas] attain a signless state due to connection with the one vehicle. 

On the eighth [level] they are antidotes to not having dominion with respect to 

signlessness etc. or signs, because one abides in non-activity and signlessness and 

because of cultivating a Buddha land. 

On the ninth [level] they are antidotes to not having dominion with respect to 

teaching doctrine in all aspects, because one establishes individual knowledge and 

the maturation of sentient beings; thus one has power over all aspects of maturation. 

On the tenth [level] they are antidotes to not attaining complete individual 

knowledge of the truth body, because one purifies the doors of meditative stabiliza

tions@d the doors of apprehension. 

On the Tathagata level they are "antidotes to afflictive obstructions and ob

structions to omniscience that are more subtle than the very subtle";306 [339b] this is 

because the doors of meditative stabilizations and of apprehension are immeasur

ably pervasive, and so on the Buddha level all Buddhas abandon all predispositions 

for the afflictive obstructions and the obstructions to omniscience, which are more 

subtle than the supremely subtle; this is a Bodhisattva's initiation into Buddhahood 

With respect to [the passage,] "Because they are conquered well, one obtains 

. unattached and unobstructed knowledge and vision with respect to everything ... ":307 

Because one does not turn away from all objects of knowledge, one is unattached, 

and because one is unobstructed in terms of knowledges with respect to which 

306D p. 71.1; Stog p. 102.1. 
307D p. 71.2; Stog p. 102.1. 
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Hearers and so forth are obstructed, one obtains unobstructed knowledge and 

vision. 

"The object of observation that is an accomplishment of thepurpose''308 [is so 

named] because [through this] one attains final fulfIlment of one's own and others' 

purposes. "A very pure truth body" [is pure] because one completely abandons the 

afflictive obstructions and the obstructions to omniscience. One "abides in the pure 

truth body" due to transforming all bases. 

In order to ask about the methods of attainment [of this, Maitreya] says, 

"Bhagavan, how does a Bodhisattva who establishes calming and insight. ... ''309 Be

cause calming and insight are concordant operative causes of the enlightenments of 

Hearers and so forth, [Maitreya] asks, 'How does one become completely buddhi

fied with respect to unsurpassed, complete, perfect enlightenment?' . 

In [the passage -] "The Bhagavan said ... "31o - [the phrase,] "beginning 

with the seven types of suchness" [refers to] the seven types of suchness, 

respectively: (1) the suchness of arising; (2) the suchness of character; (3) the 

suchness of cognition; (4) the suchness of abodes; (5) the suchness of mistaken 

establishment; (6) the suchness of purification; and (7) the suchness of correct 

establishment. 

[The phrase -] "How ... on doctrines in accordance with how they have been 

heard and considered ... "311 - [means] 'in accordance with doctrines that are 

objects of observation such as calming and insight and the seven kinds of suchness. 

[340a] 

If you ask, 'From among those doctrines, how does the mind consider them,' 

[Buddha] says, "With a mind that is set in meditative equipoise."312 This is because 

when one engages in observation - with a mind that is set in Pleditative equipoise 

on those doctrines - one is dealing with mental images. Therefore, they are con

trary to the suchness of mind. 

308D p. 71.2; Stog p. 102.2. 

309D p. 71.2; Stog p. 102.2 reads: "Bhagavan, how does a Bodhisattva who is earnestly making 

effort at calming and insight ... " 
310D p. 713; Stog p. 102.3. 

311D p. 71.4; Stog p. 102.4. 

312D p. 71.4; Stog p. 102.4. 
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That they "apprehend them well, consider them well, and establish them 

well"313 indicates a compatibility between that suchness and internal mental contem

plation. "Just that" [refers to] suchness. In [the phrase -] "They take suchness to 

mind in that way" - "they" [refers to] Bodhisattvas. 

With respect to [the passage,] "IT the mind becomes very withdrawn from 

even all arisings of very subtle signs":3i4 This is because mental contemplation of 

suchness is the antidote to all signs. IT for Bodhisattvas who take that [i.e., such

ness] to mind there is no arising of even subtle signs, then, [Buddha] teaches, 

"What need is there to consider the arising of coarse signs?" Subtle signs are those 

ranging from "signs of mental appropriation" to "signs of the selflessness of phe-· 

nomena".31S 

"Entering into such and ... "316 [means that] through examining all signs one 

enters into suchness. "Abiding in that often" [means] abiding many times in medi

tation that takes suchness to mind. "Occasional" [means that one thing] is an object 

of calming but not of insight. [One time] is a time of insight but is not a time of 

calming. [Another time] is 'a time of a path that is a union [of those two]' . 

IT you ask, 'At that time, with respect to that mental purification from obsta

cles, obscurations, and distractions - of Bodhisattvas who abide in just that way 

- what occurs,' [Buddha] answers, "one realizes that the seven aspects of such

ness are to be known by oneself individually and internally."317 This is because all 

phenomena are subsumed by the seven aspects of suchness. [340b] Because the 

seven aspects that are individually realized are [realized] by a Bodhisattva's path of 

seeing, [Buddha] says, "That is the path of seeing of that [Bodhisattva]."318 

In [the passage -] "By attaining thiS ... "319 - [the term,] "faultless reality" 

[means that] they perceive the foremost suchness. [The phrase -] "They also ex

perience the advantages of that level" - means that 'on the frrst [level,] Bodhi-

3l3D p. 71.4; Stog p.102.5 reads: "they realize them well, think about them well, and arrange 
them well." 
314D p. 71.4; Stog p. 102.5. 

31SThis refers to a list of twenty-one types of subtle signs that appears on D pp. 71.5-72.2 (Stog 
pp. 102.6-103.5). 
316D p. 72.2; Stog p. 103.5. 
3i7D p. 72.2; Stog p. 103.6. 
3i8D p. 72.3; Stog p. 103.7. 
319D p. 72.3; Stog p. 103.7. 
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sattvas experience those things that are taught as being advantageous'. "Previously" 

[refers to] Bodhisattvas who have previously attained the level of the path of seeing 

on the level of engagement through belief. Attaining the objects of observation that 

are analytical images and non-analytical images is "attaining the two ilSpects." 

With respect to [the passage,] "In that case, by attaining the path of seeing 

they attain [the stage of] observing the limits of phenomena":32o Because one 

realizes the realm of truth by way of omnipresent objects; and because one does not 

observe phenomena that are bases of affliction and purification; and because this is 

a final object of realization, the limit of phenomena is the truth body that is realized. 

Bodhisattvas abiding in the path of seeing attain that object of observation that is a 

limit of phenomena, the nature of the truth body which is the object of observation 

of a path that is a union [of calming and insight]. 

[The phrase,] "through entering into the path of meditation, [proceeding] 

higher and higher ... "321 [refers to] the second level and so forth. [The passage-':'] 

"mentally contemplating just those three aspects of objects of observation" -

[refers to] analytical images, non-analytical images, and the limits of phenomena. 

They internally mentally contemplate those three subtle signs, and [so Buddha 

says,] "It is like this: for example, just as a person can remove322 a very large nail 

with a small nail, so also, in the same way that a [small] nail expels a [large] nail, 

eliminating the signs of the internal, one gradually eliminates all of the signs that are 

partially condordant with affliction. When one eliminates the signs, one also elimi

nates the assumptions of bad states."323 [341a] With respect to [that statement,] the 

faults of desire and so forth are the signs. The views are assumptions of bad states. 

320D p. 72.4; Stog p. 104.2. 
321D p. 72.5; Stog p. 104.2. 

~22D p. 72.5 and the Sde dge text, p. 340b.6, read: sbom po 'byin; Stog p. 104.3 reads: sbom po. 
323Lamolte's translation of the MahiiyanasaT{lgraha (La Somme du Grand vehicule d' Asmiga; Lou
vain, 1973, pp. 219-220) contains the same analogy. Vasubandhu's commentary on this passage 
states: 

The synthetic knowledge of an object (sa7flSmadharmiilambana jnana) serves as the an
tidote to all obstacles (sarvavaraT)lJ-pratipa/qa). It is like a small nail (su/qmaT)/) ex
pelling a large nail (sthuM,)/). In effect, the infused seeds (vasanablja) of afflicted 
dharmas (sa7!1kldilca-dharma), which reside in the root consciousness (mula-vijnana), 
are coarse (sthiUa), and the antidotal path (pratipalqa-miiTga) that can expel them is sub
tle (suJqma) [my translation]. 
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With respect to [the passage,] "By overcoming well all signs and assumptions 

of bad states, gradually proceeding higher and higher [on the levels,] one purifies 

the mind like gold ... ":324 For example, when gold is purified by the work of a gold

smith who purifies it more and more, just as it becomes very bright and one is not 

captivated by grains of gold that are different from those, in the same way, on a path 

that cultivates the levels higher and higher, because the mind becomes serviceable 

due to separation from all adventitious defiltments, it becomes very clear. 

In [the passage -] "In this way, until one becomes unsurpassably, com

pletely enlightened, one becomes perfected and attains the object of observation that 

is an accomplishment of the purpose"325 - accomplishment of the purpose326 

[refers to] attaining unattached and unobstructed knowledge and vision due to 

pursuing the aims of oneself and others. 

In answer to [Maitreya's] question, "When Bodhisattvas practice ... ",327 

[Buddha] says, "Maitreya, Bodhisattvas who are skillful with respect to six topics 

manifestly establish the great powers of Bodhisattvas .... " Bodhisattvas - who are 

skilled with respect to: (1) the arising of mind, (2) the abiding [of mind], (3) the 

emergence [of mind], (4) the increasing [of mind], (5) the diminishment [of mind], 

and (5) skill in method [with respect to. mind] - manifestly establish the great 

powers of Bodhisattvas. [Buddha] indicates that 'manifest establishment of the 

great powers of Bodhisattvas depends on [skill with respect to] the arising of mind 

and so forth. ' 

[Buddha] says, "At what point [do Bodhisattvas become] wise with respect to 

the arising of mind? When they know the arising of mind in terms of sixteen 

aspects, then they are wise with respect to the arising of mind as it really is. ''328 With 

respect to "cognition that is stable and is a vessel": "cognition that is stable" [refers 

The same idea is found in Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo (Chengdu, n.d., pp. 264 and 

267) and Dag yid tOOn mi'i dgongs rgyan by Tshe brtan shabs drung (New Delhi: Gondals Press, 

1969), p. 38. Both of these texts indicate that the analogy refers to the way that a small wooden 

peg can be used to expel a larger peg in a piece of furniture. Wonch'uk (vol. thi [119], pp. 452.3) 

also discusses various ways of applying this metaphor. 

324n p. 72.6; Stogp. 104.5. 

325n p. 72.7; Stog p. 104.6. 

32~ext correction: the Sde dge text (p. 341a.3) reads: dgongs pa yongs su grub pa; emended to 
dgos pa yongs su grub pa. 

327D p. 73.1; Stog p. 104.7. 

328n p. 73.3; Stog p. 105.3. 
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to] the basis-consciousness [that contains] all seeds. It is stable due to being infused 

by the predispositions of phenomena that are afflicted and purified. [341 b] 

Because engaging knowers fluctuate, they are not infused with predisposi

tions, but the predispositions are just what operate as infusers, because they are of 

the nature of virtue and so forth. A cognition that is a vessel is a basis. The two, 

stable cognition and cognition that is a vessel, are ignorant, because in them aspects 

and objects of observation are not annihilated. 

Whatever is an arising of that mind is an arising of an ignorant mind that is a 

cognition which is stable and a vessel. Because Bodhisattvas who are wise with re

spect to that eliminate all the obstructions and assumptions of bad states of the ba

sis-consciousness - which observes all phenomena as mixed - they manifestly 

establish the great powers of Bodhisattvas. With respect to [the phrase,] "A cogni

tion of various types of objects of observation ... ":329 Because they simultaneously 

apprehend objects such as form and so forth, this is a cognition of various aspects 

of objects of observation. Because they are able to realize defmitely and to remem

ber subsequently, this is conceptual. Because engaging consciousnesses are of the 

nature of wisdoms, they are mental consciousnesses. [The phrase,] "Bodhisattvas 

are wise with respect to that" [means that] you should know that this also applies to 

everything. 

In [the phrase,] "simultaneously apprehends external and internalobjects",330 

"external objects" are form and so forth. "Internal objects" are objects of observa

tion and so forth. Any of those which are apprehended at one time are conceptual 

consciousnesses. Skill with respect to their arising is also like the former [skill]. 

With respect to the extensive statement, "in a moment, in an instant, in a short 

time ... ":331 Bodhisattvas - who [cultivate] meditative absorptions with respect to 

many simultaneous meditative stabilizations in an instant by way of mental con

sciousnesses that cultivate calming and insight - are suitable immediately after this 

[to enter into meditative stabilizations,] because meditative stabilizations are internal 

engagements. 

329D p. 73.4; Stog p. 105.4. 

330D p. 73.4; Slog p. 105.5. 

331D p. 73.4; Slog p. 105.6. 
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Question: If they [engage in] different factors in one instant, [342a] how can this 

very mental consciousness justifiably [be said to] perceive many Buddha lands that 

are abodes, and how can it justifiably [be said to] perceive many Tathiigatas, since 

appearances of external forms are objects of eye consciousnesses?332 

[Response:] This is justifiable, because all engaging consciousnesses are ebjects of 

mental consciousness; therefore,various aspects of mental consciousness are con

ceptual. When that [engaging consciousness] engages and focuses on that basis, 

one obtains the names of this and that. 

For example, with respect to intention, actions of body and mind are similar. 

Also, with respect to intention, the characteristics of compounded phenomena that 

are meritorious, non-meritorious, and fluctuating should be known in terms of ac

tions of body and mind. In the same way, you should know that ~ because of just 

that mental consciousness which purifies calming and insight ~ Bodhisattvas who 

perceive many Buddha lands and who perceive many Buddha Bhagavans with an 

apprehending eye consciousness in one moment are wise with respect to various 

aspects of the arising of mind. 

[The arising] of cognition with respect to small signs that are objects of ob

servation is also just treated in accordance with arising of mind. [The passage~] 

"It is like this .. .involved with the Desire Realm ... "333 ~ [indicates that] the arising 

of a mind that is involved with the Desire Realm is a level of non-meditative 

equipoise. Therefore, it has small signs as its object of observation. 

[The passage -] "cognitions having great signs as their objects of observa

tion are involved with the Form Realm"334 ~ [indicates that] the arising of a mind 

that is involved with the Form Realm is a level of meditative equipoise. Therefore, it 

has great signs as objects of observation. 

[The passage -] "cognitions having limitless signs as their objects of obser

vation are involved with the sphere of limitless space or the sphere of limitless con

sciousness"335 - [indicates that] a mind which arises from absorptions and births 

and which thinks, 'limitless space', 'limitless consciousness' - is involved with 

332In other words, if everything that one perceives is a creation of mental consciousness, on what 
basis can one assign a privileged truth status to perceptions of Buddha-lands and Tathagatas? Why 
should these be any more real than any other perceptions? 
:i33D p. 73.5; Stog p. 105.7. 
334D p. 73.5; Stog p. 105.7. 

33SD p. 73.6; Stog p. 106.1. 
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limitless space and limitless consciousness. Therefore, it [342b] is a [cognition 

having] limitless signs as its objects of observation. 

[The passage -] "cognitions having subtle signs as their objects of observa

tion are involved with the sphere of nothingness''336 - [indicates that] a mind which 

arises from observing subtle signs and which thinks, 'nothingness' because it is a 

mind that is involved with the view of true personhood is a cognition having subtle 

signs as its objects of observation. 

[The passage -] "cognitions having final signs as their objects of observation 

are involved with the sphere of neither discrimination nor non-discrimination"337 -

[refers to] the arising of a mind which is a cognition of firial signs that are objects of 

observation from final absorptions that are realms, abodes, and worlds. 

[The passage -] "cognitions of signlessness that observe the supramundane 

and cessation"33! - [indicates that] the arising of a supramundane mind is an anti

dote to all signs. Therefore, it is a signless cognition. The arising of a mind observ

ing cessations is like that. . 

[The passage -] "involved with suffering: it is [involved with] ... sentient 

beings who are hell beings"339 - [indicates that] the arising of a mind which 

[observes] sentient beings who are hell beings is involved with suffering, because it 

is not mixed with happiness. 

[The passage -] "involved with feelings that are mixed: It has involvement in 

the Desire [Realm as its object of observation],'340 - refers to 'the arising of a mind 

that is intermingled with feelings of happiness, suffering, and equanimity. This is 

because the Desire Realm encompasses various fruitions of actions. 

[The passage -] "involved with joy: the first concentration and the second 

concentration''341 - [refers to] the arising of a mind that is involved with joy that 

arises from isolation in the two, the first and second concentrations. 

[The passage -] "involved with bliss: the third concentration''342 - [refers 

to] the arising of mental factors from internal purity in the third concentration. 

3360 p. 73.6; Stog p. 106.2. 
3370 p. 73.7; Stog p. 106.2. 
3380 p. 73.7; Stog p. 106.3. 
3390 p. 74.1; Stog p. 106.4. 
34°0 p. 74.1; Stog p. 106.4. 
3410 p. 74.1; Stog p. 106.4. 
342D p. 74.1; Stog p. 106.4. 

...... 
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[The passage -] "involved with neither suffering, non-suffering, happiness, 

nor non-happiness: [it ranges from] the fourth concentration up to the sphere of 

neither discrimination nor non-discrimination''343 [343a] - [indicates that] beyond 

the fourth concentration one is separated from eight kinds of faults. Therefore, a 

mind that is involved with equanimity arises. The eight kinds of faults are: (1) con

ceptuality; (2) analysis; (3) inhalation; (4) exhalation; (5) happiness; (6) suffering; 

(7) mental happiness; and (8) mental unhappiness. 

[The passage -] "involved with affliction: it is involved with the afflictions 

and the secondary afflictions''344 - [refers to] the afflictions of desire and so forth. 

The secondary afflictions are belligerence and so forth. 

[The passage -] "involved with virtue: it is involved with faith and so 

forth''34S - refers to 'the arising of a mind that is involved with the [three] jewels, 

the [four] truths, and conviction with respect to actions and their fruits and so 

forth'. 

[The passage -] "involved with the neutral: it is not involved with either of 

these two"346 - refers to 'the arising of a mind that is born from fruition [of ac

tions,] is arisen from activity, is arisen from labor, and that makes emanations' . 

Mter having explained in what way [Bodhisattvas] become skilled with re

spect to the arising of mind, because [Maitreya asks,] "At what point [do 

Bodhisattvas become skilled with respect to abiding [of mind,''347 Buddha] teaches 

that entrance into skill with respect to abiding of mind [occurs] "when they know 

the suchness of cognition just as it is". 

With respect to this [statement]: Bodhisattvas who know compounded phe

nomena as cognition-only are wise with respect to abiding of mind. [Buddha] indi

cates that when they are wise with respect to abiding of mind, 'they manifestly 

establish the great powers of Bodhisattvas. ' 

Question: Why [are phenomena] like the suchness of cognition-only? 

[Response:] Because each and every cognition is separated from objects. 

343D p. 74.2; Stog p. 106.5. 

344D p. 74.2; Stog p. 106.6. 
345D p. 74.3; Stog p. 106.7. 
346D p. 74.3; Stog p. 106.7. 

347D p. 74.3; Stog p. 107.1. 
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Question: If mental states of dreams etc. are suitable to be just cognition-only, then 

how are cognitions that are eye consciousnesses etc. and eye cognitions etc. -

which have fonns [as their objects of observation] - suitable to be cognition-only? 

[343b] 

[Response:] All viewing cognitions having signs appear dualistically even though 

there are no objects. This is because eye cognitions etc. [operate] by way of signs of 

forms etc., viewing consciousnesses that are conscious of those, and the viewing 

consciousnesses up to body consciousness. Mental cognitions are those 

[cognitions] that have signs of all cognitions of final phenomena - eye and so 

forth - and are those [cognitions] that have viewing consciousnesses due to being 

cognitions of mental consciousnesses. Signs and viewing consciousnesses are 

abodes that are bases of afflictions such as mistaken [view] and so forth. If those 

are not viewed, the mistaken [view] of non-objects as objects will not occur. If that 

does not exist, then the afflictions that are the afflictive obstructions and the ob

structions to omniscience also will not occur. If they do not exist, purification also 

will be the non-existence of faults. You should know the suchness of cognition by 

way of just these reasonings and by way of scripture. 

Mter having explained abiding of mind, due to being asked, "at what point 

[do Bodhisattvas become] skilled with respect to emergence [ofmind",348 Buddha] 

discusses the emergence of mind. Bodhisattvas who are skilled with respect to ex

trication of mind are those who understand, just as it is, that a mind - which 

[emerges] from the bonds of signs of afflictions such as desire etc. and the bonds of 

assumptions of bad states that are afflictions such as [the view of] true personhood 

etc. - 'emerges from those'. Thus, they manifestly establish the great powers of 

Bodhisattvas. 

Mter having explained emergence of mind, due to being asked, "at what point 

[do Bodhisattvas become] skilled with respect to increasing [of mind",349 Buddha] 

discusses the increasing of mind. [The passage -] "When a mind that is an antidote 

to signs and assumptions of bad states is produced and increases, they know, 'It is 

produced; it increases' ''350 - [indicates that] because they [have attained] a union of 

348D p. 74.4; Stog p. 107.1. 

349D p. 74.5; Stog p. 107.3. 

350]) p. 74.5; Stog p. 107.3. 
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calming and insight that is an antidote to assumptions of bad states, when the signs 

of engagement [in these assumptions of bad states] increase, [they know that,] 'they 

increase': they are wise with respect to increasing [of mind]. [344a] 

Mter having explained increasing of mind, [Buddha] discusses diminishment 

of mind by way of [the passage,] "at what point [do Bodhisattvas become] wise 

with respect to diminishment [of mind] .... "351 In [the passage -] "When a mind 

which is afflicted by signs and assumptions of bad states that are discordant with 

those [Le., calming and insight] diminishes and decreases, [they know that,] 'it di

minishes; it decreases': they are wise with respect to diminishment [of mind]"

[the phrase,] "that are discordant" refers to 'minds that are involved with hin

drances, obstructions, and distractions'. 

Mter having explained diminishment of mind, [Buddha] discusses skill [in 

method with respect to mindp52 by way of [the passage,] "at what point [do Bodhi

sattvas become] skilled with respect to method .... ''353 [The passage -] "When they 

meditate on the [eight] spheres of liberation, the [eight] spheres of surpassing, and 

the [six] spheres of totality .. .''354 - [indicates that] Bodhisattvas who meditate on 

the spheres of liberation, the spheres of surpassing, and the spheres of totality are 

[skilled] with respect to methods of purifying the mind 

[The passage -] "Maitreya, in that way ... ''355 - [indicates that] Bodhisattvas 

who are skilled with respect to these six topics356 in that way have manifestly estab

lished, will manifestly establish, and are manifestly establishing the great powers of 

Bodhisattvas; this includes what went before. 

351D p. 74.5; Stog p. 107.4. 
352As Yeshe Thabkhe. indicates in an oral explanation of this passage, Ji'ianagarbha is not talking 
about the doctrine of "skill in means" (thabs la mkhas pa, upliya-kauJalya), but rather a specific 
type of knowledge, "skill in method with respect to mind". Skill in means refers to a Bodhi
sattva's ability to skillfully adapt approaches and doctrines to the specific capacities, interests, etc. 
of particular groups and individuals. Ji'ianagarbha indicates that the skill which is being discussed 
in the sutra is developed as a result of purifying the mind through attaining advanced meditative 
states. 
353D p. 74.6; Stog p, 107.5. 
354D p. 74.6; Stog p. 107.6. 
355D p. 74.7; Stog p. 107.6. 
35~ese are the six topics under discussion: (1) skill with respect to the arising of mind; (2) skill 
with respect to abiding of mind; (3) skill with respect to emergence of mind; (4) skill with respect 
to increasing of mind; (5) skill with respect to diminishment of mind; and (6) skill in method 
with respect to mind. 
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In the extensive statement: "With respect to the statement by the Bhagavan, 'In 

the element of a nirv~a without a remainder of aggregates all feelings completely 

cease ... "'357 [Buddha states,] "Maitreya, in brief there are two kinds of feelings: (1) 

cognitions of assumptions of bad states that are states; and (2) cognitions of objects 

that are the fruits of those. With respect to that, cognitions of assumptions of bad 

states that are states should be known as being of four kinds: (1) [assumptions of 

bad states] that are cognitions of form states .... " [This passage indicates that] due to 

transforming the form aggregate, one cognizes [Buddha] lands, the bodies [of a 

Buddha,] the [major] marks [of a Buddha,] the minor marks [of a Buddha,] the 

limitless eloquence [of a Buddha,] and the unperceivable topknot [at the crown of a 

Buddha's head].358 

[The passage, "assumptions of bad states] that are cognitions of formless 

states" [344b] [refers to] the characteristics of the four kinds of non-form aggre

gates when they have been transformed. With respect to those, due to transforming 

the aggregate of feeling [one attains] a cognition that is a basis of extensive, fault

less happiness. When the aggregate of discrimination is transformed, [one attains] a 

cognition that has overlordship with respect to teaching by means of all collections 

of names, collections of words, and collections of letters. Due to transforming the 

357D p. 74.7; Stog p. 107.7. 
358A Buddha land is the world or world-system in which a particular Buddha works and lives. 
See: Teresina Powell, "The Background and Early Use of the Buddh~etra Concept", The Eastern 
Buddhist 6.199-430 and 7.131-176. 

The major and minor marks of Buddhas are signs that distinguish them. See: Mahavyut
patti XVII; Wonch'uk (vol. di [120], p. 291.5); Byang chub rdzu 'phru1 vol. jo (206), p. 315.7; 
and Lamotte, La Somme du Grand vehicule d'Asanga, notes pp. 54*-5*. The eighty-two minor 
marks are also listed there. See also: La Somme du Grand vehicule d'Asanga, pp. 286, 295, and 
302; and Mahiiyiina-siltriilO1J1kiira XXI.57. 

According to Yeshe Thabkhe, the limitless eloquence of the Buddha refers to the four ways 
by which Buddhas get sentient beings to listen to their teachings, called the "means of gathering" 
(bsdu ba'i dngos po, sa1!lgraha-vastu): (1) giving (sbyin pa, dana), which involves giving away 
teachings of doctrine and material goods; (2) speaking pleasantly (snyan par smra ba, priya
viidita), which involves interesting them in one's teachings of doctrine through pleasant words; (3) 
beneficial activities (don spyod pa, artha-carya), which are activities that accord with what trainees 
want; and (4) concordant actions (don mthun pa, samaTl{lrthata), which involves making one's ac
tions accord with one's words. These are described in Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo, p. 1487. 
See also pa/i Text Society Dictionary (London, 1972), p. 666 and Mahiivyutpatti XXXV, 1-4. 

The topknot on the crown of a Buddha's head (spyi gtsug pa, WjTJI~a), is a topknot of hair 
or a growth of the skull of indetenninate size that makes it appear that the head has a turban on it. 
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aggregate of compositional factors, [one attains] a cognition that brings forth ema

nations,359 transformations, gatherings of attendants, and pure qualities. Due to 

transforming the aggregate of consciousness, [one attains] cognitions that are: (1) 

the mirror-like exalted wisdom (me long Ita bu'i ye shes, lidarsa-jfilina), (2) [the 

exalted wisdom of] equality (mnyam pa nyid [kyi ye shes], samatli[-jfilina]), (3) 

[the exalted wisdom of] individual investigation (so sor rto g par' i ye shes], pratya

velqa~[-jfilina]), and (4) the exalted wisdom that accomplishes activities (bya ba 

sgrub pa' i ye shes, kriYli-siddhi-jfilina). 

[The passage -] "With respect to that, established results are whatever [have 

their results] now .. .''360 - [means that] just those cognitions of form states and 

formless states arise in that moment. [The passage -] "non-established results are 

whatever serve as causes in the future" - [refers to] future results of just those. 

Also, you should know that cognitions of objects are of four kinds.361 What 

are the four? (1) Cognitions of bases are uncommon establishments of the colors, 

expanses, measurements, and so forth of inestimable mansions of Tathagatas. (2) 

Cognition of property [refers to] appearances of various measureless ldndsofprop

erty completely transcending those of gods and humans. (3) Cognition of resources 

[refers to] one's own and others' experiencing of the resources of Mahayana quali

ties by way of the two, enjoyment bodies and emanation bodies. (4) Cognition of 

reliances [refers to] mastery of those causes and conditions that are cognitions of 

objects. 

In [the passage] - "Moreover, in the element of nirvliI).a that has a remainder 

of aggregates ... ''362 - "moreover" [refers to] cognitions of bases and cognitions of 

objects that are their results. They exist in the element of a Tathagata' s nirvliI).a that 

has a remainder of aggregates. "Non-established results" are what serve as future 

causes. 

With respect to [the passage,] "experience feelings which arise from contact 

that is included among cognitions":363 [345a] This is because one has not abandoned 

35!7ext correcti0il: the Sde dge text (p. 344b.2) reads: sgrul pa; the Peking text (p. 209.2.2) reads: 
sprul pa, and Yeshe Thabkhe indicates that this is the correct reading. 
360D p. 75.3; Stog p. 108.3. 
361This refers to D p. 75.3 and Stog p. 108.4. 
362D p. 75.4; Stog p. 108.5. 
363D p. 75.5; Stog p. 108.5 reads: "one experiences only a feeling that arises from cognitive con
tact". 
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cognitions that are afflicted and that are unafflicted. "Its discordant class has not 

ceased in all ways" because one obtains cognitions of bases which arise from con

tact that is included among cognitions. Due to one's own conceptuality regarding 

feelings which arise from contact that is subsumed by ignorance - afflicted [feel

ings] that are a class that is discordant with that [i.e., a nirviU).a without a remainder 

of aggregates] and non-afru.cted [feelings] - one eliminates the seeds of the arising 

of uncommon feelings that are apprehenders. Because one obtains cognition of 

objects which are pleasing results that arise from contact that is included among 

cognitions, due to the conceptuality of others one also eliminates obstructions with 

respect to all objects of observation that are seeds of the arising of uncommon 

feelings that are apprehenders. 

With respect to [the passage,] "When one thoroughly passes beyond sorrow 

in the element of a nirval).a without a remainder of aggregates, even that 

ceases ... ":364 This is because when states arise from contact that is included within 

cognitions of Tathagatas and when cognitions of objects arise in that way, one 

eliminates even those attainments. The seeds of the arising of feelings and non

feelings are simply the body of the basis-consciousness. [The discussion] is 

wrapped Up365 by [the passage,] "Therefore .... ''366 

Question: If Tathagatas attain nirviU).a in the element of a nirviU).a without a remain

der of aggregates, how do they accomplish the aims of others within cyclic 

existence? 

[Response:] Due to the power of former aspirations, even though Tathagatas attain 

nirviU).a they still accomplish the aims of others, because the sport of Tathagatas is 

manifold. 

[This concludes] the explanation of "The Chapter of the Superior Maitreya" from 

the Superior Sutra Explaining the Thought composed by the master Jiianagarbha. 

364D p. 75.5; Stog p. 108.7. 
36SThe Tibetan word is mjug sdud (Skt. nigamyatl). According to the Bod sktul tshig mdzod chen 
mo, vol. I, p. 882, this term is used in two ways: (1) the method of wrapping up at the end of a 
work (las mjug sgril thabs byed pa); and (2) condensing the essenC() at the end of an extensive ex
planation (rgyas bshad kyi mthar snying po bsdu ba). 
366D p. 75.6; Stog p. 109.1. 




